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FIGURE 1. Depicting localized 4 f , 5 f and 3d atomic wavefunctions.

represented by a single, neutral spin operator

�S=
h̄

2
�σ

where �σ denotes the Pauli matrices of the localized electron. Localized moments de-

velop within highly localized atomic wavefunctions. The most severely localized wave-

functions in nature occur inside the partially filled 4 f shell of rare earth compounds

(Fig. 1) such as cerium (Ce) or Ytterbium (Yb). Local moment formation also occurs

in the localized 5 f levels of actinide atoms as uranium and the slightly more delocal-

ized 3d levels of first row transition metals(Fig. 1). Localized moments are the origin

of magnetism in insulators, and in metals their interaction with the mobile charge car-

riers profoundly changes the nature of the metallic state via a mechanism known as the
“Kondo effect”.

In the past decade, the physics of local moment formation has also reappeared in

connection with quantum dots, where it gives rise to the Coulomb blockade phenomenon

and the non-equilibrium Kondo effect.
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Many things are possible at the brink of magnetism. 
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The main result ... is that there should be a second-
order transition at zero temperature, as the 
exchange is varied, between an antiferromagnetic 
ground state for weak J and a Kondo-like state in 
which the local moments are quenched.
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“Kondo Lattice”

H =
X

k�
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X

j
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Figure 15. Doniach diagram, illustrating the antiferromagnetic
regime, where TK < TRKKY and the heavy-fermion regime, where
TK > TRKKY. Experiment has told us in recent times that the tran-
sition between these two regimes is a quantum critical point. The
effective Fermi temperature of the heavy Fermi liquid is indicated
as a solid line. Circumstantial experimental evidence suggests that
this scale drops to zero at the antiferromagnetic quantum critical
point, but this is still a matter of controversy.

Using topology, and certain basic assumptions about the
response of a Fermi liquid to a flux, Oshikawa (2000) was
able to short circuit this tortuous path of reasoning, proving
that the Luttinger relationship holds for the Kondo lattice
model without reference to its finite U origins.

There are, however, aspects to the Doniach argument that
leave cause for concern:

• It is purely a comparison of energy scales and does
not provide a detailed mechanism connecting the heavy-
fermion phase to the local moment AFM.

• Simple estimates of the value of Jρ required for heavy-
electron behavior give an artificially large value of the
coupling constant Jρ ∼ 1. This issue was later resolved
by the observation that large spin degeneracy 2j + 1 of
the spin-orbit coupled moments, which can be as large
as N = 8 in Yb materials, enhances the rate of scaling
to strong coupling, leading to a Kondo temperature
(Coleman, 1983)

TK = D(NJρ)
1
N exp

!
− 1

NJρ

"
(66)

Since the scaling enhancement effect stretches out across
decades of energy, it is largely robust against crystal
fields (Mekata et al., 1986).

• Nozières’ exhaustion paradox (Nozières, 1985). If one
considers each local moment to be magnetically screened
by a cloud of low-energy electrons within an energy
TK of the Fermi energy, one arrives at an ‘exhaus-
tion paradox’. In this interpretation, the number of
electrons available to screen each local moment is of
the order TK/D ≪ 1 per unit cell. Once the concen-
tration of magnetic impurities exceeds TK

D
∼ 0.1% for

(TK = 10 K, D = 104 K), the supply of screening elec-
trons would be exhausted, logically excluding any sort of
dense Kondo effect. Experimentally, features of single-
ion Kondo behavior persist to much higher densities.
The resolution to the exhaustion paradox lies in the more
modern perception that spin screening of local moments
extends up in energy, from the Kondo scale TK out to the
bandwidth. In this respect, Kondo screening is reminis-
cent of Cooper pair formation, which involves electron
states that extend upward from the gap energy to the
Debye cutoff. From this perspective, the Kondo length
scale ξ ∼ vF/TK is analogous to the coherence length of
a superconductor (Burdin, Georges and Grempel, 2000),
defining the length scale over which the conduction spin
and local moment magnetization are coherent without
setting any limit on the degree to which the correlation
clouds can overlap (Figure 16).

2.3 The large N Kondo lattice

2.3.1 Gauge theories, large N, and strong correlation

The ‘standard model’ for metals is built upon the expansion
to high orders in the strength of the interaction. This
approach, pioneered by Landau, and later formulated in the
language of finite temperature perturbation theory by Landau
(1957), Pitaevskii (1960), Luttinger and Ward (1960), and
Nozières and Luttinger (1962), provides the foundation for
our understanding of metallic behavior in most conventional
metals.

The development of a parallel formalism and approach
for strongly correlated electron systems is still in its infancy,
and there is no universally accepted approach. At the heart
of the problem are the large interactions, which effectively
remove large tracts of Hilbert space and impose strong
constraints on the low-energy electronic dynamics. One way
to describe these highly constrained Hilbert spaces is through
the use of gauge theories. When written as a field theory,
local constraints manifest themselves as locally conserved
quantities. General principles link these conserved quantities

Mott, 1973

Doniach 1976

Wilson 1975

New Fixed Points

Magnetism
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coupling constant Jρ ∼ 1. This issue was later resolved
by the observation that large spin degeneracy 2j + 1 of
the spin-orbit coupled moments, which can be as large
as N = 8 in Yb materials, enhances the rate of scaling
to strong coupling, leading to a Kondo temperature
(Coleman, 1983)

TK = D(NJρ)
1
N exp

!
− 1

NJρ

"
(66)

Since the scaling enhancement effect stretches out across
decades of energy, it is largely robust against crystal
fields (Mekata et al., 1986).

• Nozières’ exhaustion paradox (Nozières, 1985). If one
considers each local moment to be magnetically screened
by a cloud of low-energy electrons within an energy
TK of the Fermi energy, one arrives at an ‘exhaus-
tion paradox’. In this interpretation, the number of
electrons available to screen each local moment is of
the order TK/D ≪ 1 per unit cell. Once the concen-
tration of magnetic impurities exceeds TK

D
∼ 0.1% for

(TK = 10 K, D = 104 K), the supply of screening elec-
trons would be exhausted, logically excluding any sort of
dense Kondo effect. Experimentally, features of single-
ion Kondo behavior persist to much higher densities.
The resolution to the exhaustion paradox lies in the more
modern perception that spin screening of local moments
extends up in energy, from the Kondo scale TK out to the
bandwidth. In this respect, Kondo screening is reminis-
cent of Cooper pair formation, which involves electron
states that extend upward from the gap energy to the
Debye cutoff. From this perspective, the Kondo length
scale ξ ∼ vF/TK is analogous to the coherence length of
a superconductor (Burdin, Georges and Grempel, 2000),
defining the length scale over which the conduction spin
and local moment magnetization are coherent without
setting any limit on the degree to which the correlation
clouds can overlap (Figure 16).

2.3 The large N Kondo lattice

2.3.1 Gauge theories, large N, and strong correlation

The ‘standard model’ for metals is built upon the expansion
to high orders in the strength of the interaction. This
approach, pioneered by Landau, and later formulated in the
language of finite temperature perturbation theory by Landau
(1957), Pitaevskii (1960), Luttinger and Ward (1960), and
Nozières and Luttinger (1962), provides the foundation for
our understanding of metallic behavior in most conventional
metals.

The development of a parallel formalism and approach
for strongly correlated electron systems is still in its infancy,
and there is no universally accepted approach. At the heart
of the problem are the large interactions, which effectively
remove large tracts of Hilbert space and impose strong
constraints on the low-energy electronic dynamics. One way
to describe these highly constrained Hilbert spaces is through
the use of gauge theories. When written as a field theory,
local constraints manifest themselves as locally conserved
quantities. General principles link these conserved quantities
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FIG. 1. The electrical resistivity p as a function of tem-
perature (a) and inverse temperature (b). (b) Q = 1 bar,
Q = 24 kbar, = 25 kbar, = 33 kbar, A = 45 kbar, and
A = 53 kbar. The solid lines in (b) are fits by the function
[p(T)] ' = [po(P)] ' + (p„,(P) exp[A(P)/k&T]) ', described
in the text.
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FIG. 2. The pressure dependences of the activation gap 5 (a)
and residual carrier density no = I/R (T =H0) (b). Dashed line
indicates approximate pressure for disappearance of A. Solid
lines are guides for the eye.

linearly -0.5 K/kbar from its ambient pressure value of
41 K. Above 45 kbar, the resistivity is metallic and it is
no longer possible to extract an activation gap.
Our measurements indicate a gap instability at a critical

pressure P,. between 45 and 53 kbar, in disagreement with
the conclusions of previous workers [5,6], who found
that 5 vanished continuously near 60 kbar. In one of
these studies [5] the sample was of demonstrably lower
quality than our own, with a significantly smaller ambient
pressure 6 = 33 K and a much smaller po —10 mA cm,
both symptomatic of Sm vacancies or defects introduced
in powdering [8]. Our measurements suggest that the gap
instability is a feature only of the highest quality samples,
as P,. increases markedly with reduced sample quality,
passing out of our experimental pressure window of
180 kbar for po ~ 0.1 A cm. We further believe that the
simple activation fits used to determine 6 in both earlier
experiments were overly weighted by the temperature
independent resistivity below -3.5 K, particularly near
P, . Figure 1(b) demonstrates that near P, the range
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FIG. 3. The absolute value of the Hall constant RH of SmB6
as a function of inverse temperature.

of temperatures over which simple activation fits are
linear becomes increasingly limited and problematic to
define with increased pressure. In contrast, our parallel
resistor formulation provides uniformly good fits over this
pressure range, and consequently yield a more accurate
determination of A.
Since there is no evidence in SmB6 for a discontinuous

structural change at or below 60 kbar [9], the sudden dis-
appearance of 5 suggests that it is not a simple hybridiza-
tion gap, for in that case the insulator-metal transition
occurs by band crossing and the gap is suppressed con-
tinuously to zero. A valence instability can be similarly
discounted, as high pressure x-ray absorption measure-
ments [10] find that the Sm valence increases smoothly
from +2.6 to +2.75 between 1 bar and 60 kbar.
We have used Hall effect measurements to study the

evolution of the camers in the vicinity of P, The Hall
constant RH is plotted as a function of 1/T in Fig. 3 for
pressures ranging from 1 bar to 66 kbar. We find that
RH is negative for temperatures T between 1.2 and 40 K
and at all pressures, as well as independent of magnetic
fields as large as 18 T. As has been previously noted at
1 bar [11], RH is both large and extremely temperature
dependent with a maximum at 4 K, at each pressure
becoming temperature independent below -3 K. It has
been proposed [12] that this temperature dependence
for RH is characteristic of Kondo lattices, rejecting
a crossover from high temperature incoherent to low
temperature coherent skew scattering. However, similar
maxima in RH(T) occur in doped semiconductors as in-
gap impurity states dominate intrinsic activated processes
with reduced temperature [13].
We do not address the full temperature dependence

of RH here, instead limiting our discussion to the
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FIG. 3: Fermi surface and dispersion maps of SmB6. (a) Fermi surface plot of SmB6

measured by 7 eV LASER source at temperature of 7 K. A small � pocket and a large X pocket

are observed. A big elliptical and a small circular shaped black dash lines around X and � points

are guide for the eyes. Inset shows a schematic plot of Fermi surface in the first Brillouin zone. (b)

Electronic dispersion map (left) and its energy distribution curves (EDCs) for � pocket. (c) same

as (b) for X band. (d) Comparison of integrated EDC for � and X band. A gap value of about 15

meV is observed in both cases.
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A = 53 kbar. The solid lines in (b) are fits by the function
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in the text.
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FIG. 2. The pressure dependences of the activation gap 5 (a)
and residual carrier density no = I/R (T =H0) (b). Dashed line
indicates approximate pressure for disappearance of A. Solid
lines are guides for the eye.

linearly -0.5 K/kbar from its ambient pressure value of
41 K. Above 45 kbar, the resistivity is metallic and it is
no longer possible to extract an activation gap.
Our measurements indicate a gap instability at a critical

pressure P,. between 45 and 53 kbar, in disagreement with
the conclusions of previous workers [5,6], who found
that 5 vanished continuously near 60 kbar. In one of
these studies [5] the sample was of demonstrably lower
quality than our own, with a significantly smaller ambient
pressure 6 = 33 K and a much smaller po —10 mA cm,
both symptomatic of Sm vacancies or defects introduced
in powdering [8]. Our measurements suggest that the gap
instability is a feature only of the highest quality samples,
as P,. increases markedly with reduced sample quality,
passing out of our experimental pressure window of
180 kbar for po ~ 0.1 A cm. We further believe that the
simple activation fits used to determine 6 in both earlier
experiments were overly weighted by the temperature
independent resistivity below -3.5 K, particularly near
P, . Figure 1(b) demonstrates that near P, the range
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of temperatures over which simple activation fits are
linear becomes increasingly limited and problematic to
define with increased pressure. In contrast, our parallel
resistor formulation provides uniformly good fits over this
pressure range, and consequently yield a more accurate
determination of A.
Since there is no evidence in SmB6 for a discontinuous

structural change at or below 60 kbar [9], the sudden dis-
appearance of 5 suggests that it is not a simple hybridiza-
tion gap, for in that case the insulator-metal transition
occurs by band crossing and the gap is suppressed con-
tinuously to zero. A valence instability can be similarly
discounted, as high pressure x-ray absorption measure-
ments [10] find that the Sm valence increases smoothly
from +2.6 to +2.75 between 1 bar and 60 kbar.
We have used Hall effect measurements to study the

evolution of the camers in the vicinity of P, The Hall
constant RH is plotted as a function of 1/T in Fig. 3 for
pressures ranging from 1 bar to 66 kbar. We find that
RH is negative for temperatures T between 1.2 and 40 K
and at all pressures, as well as independent of magnetic
fields as large as 18 T. As has been previously noted at
1 bar [11], RH is both large and extremely temperature
dependent with a maximum at 4 K, at each pressure
becoming temperature independent below -3 K. It has
been proposed [12] that this temperature dependence
for RH is characteristic of Kondo lattices, rejecting
a crossover from high temperature incoherent to low
temperature coherent skew scattering. However, similar
maxima in RH(T) occur in doped semiconductors as in-
gap impurity states dominate intrinsic activated processes
with reduced temperature [13].
We do not address the full temperature dependence

of RH here, instead limiting our discussion to the
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FIG. 1: a. Upper critical field Hc2 of the superconduct-
ing state in URu2Si2 determined from the onset of resistiv-
ity at ⇡ 30 mK. An example trace is shown in the inset.
b. Schematic representation of the angle-dependent magnetic
quantum oscillations adapted from Fig. 18 of reference [22],
with the indices of the spin zeroes indicated. In order to show
the oscillatory behavior, the sign of the amplitude is negated
on crossing each spin zero.

fermion condensate [20] for all orientations of the mag-
netic field � the exception being a narrow range of angles
within ⇠ 10� of the [100] axis in Fig. 2 (likely associated
with the dominant role of diamagnetic screening currents
once g⇤

e↵

is strongly suppressed [19]).
A further key observation is that the field orientation-

dependence of g⇤
e↵

in Fig. 2 is very di↵erent from the
usual isotropic case of g⇤ ⇡ 2 for band electrons (dotted
line), indicating the spin susceptibility of the quasipar-
ticles in URu

2

Si
2

to di↵er along the two distinct crys-
talline axes. Since the Zeeman splitting of the quasi-
particles is given by the projection M · Ĥ of the spin

magnetizationM = ⇢
µ

2
B
2

(g2
a

cos ✓, 0, g2
c

sin ✓)H alongH =
H(cos ✓, 0, sin ✓) [where ⇢ is the electronic density-of-

states], setting M · Ĥ = ⇢
µBg

⇤
eff

2

H defines an e↵ective
g-factor

g⇤
e↵

=
q

g2
c

sin2 ✓ + g2
a

cos2 ✓ (3)

that (in the case of a strong anisotropy) traces the form

FIG. 2: Polar plot of the field orientation-dependence of g⇤e↵
estimated using equations (1) and (2) represented by open
and closed circles respectively. Also shown, is a fit (solid line)
to equation (3) to g⇤e↵ , and the isotropic g⇤ ⇡ 2 (dotted line)
expected for conventional band electrons. In Fig. 1a we as-
sumeHc2 ⇡ Hp. In extracting g⇤e↵ from the index assignments
of g⇤e↵(m

⇤/me↵) in Fig. 1b, the weakly angle-dependent m⇤

is interpolated from the measured values in reference [22].

of a figure of ‘8.’ A fit to equation (3) in Fig. 2 (solid
line) yields g

c

= 2.65 ± 0.05 and g
a

= 0.0 ± 0.1, implying

a large anisotropy in the spin susceptibility �c

�a
=

�
gc

ga

�
2

.

To obtain a lower bound for the anistropy, we plot g
e↵

(circles) in Fig. 3 extracted from quantum oscillation ex-
periments [22] versus sin ✓ (in the vicinity of the cusp in
Fig. 2) together with the prediction (lines) for di↵erent

values of �a

�b
=

�
gc

ga

�
2

made using equation (3). The ob-
servation of a spin zero in Fig. 1 at angles as small as 3�

implies a lower bound �a

�b
& 1000. A smaller anisotropy

would be expected to lead to the observation of fewer spin
zeroes and nonlinearity in the plot with an upturn in g

e↵

at small values of sin ✓ (as shown in the simulations).

A large anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility is the
behavior expected for local magnetic moments of large
angular momenta whose confinement within a crystal
lattice gives rise to an Ising anisotropy. Kondo cou-
pling provides the means by which such an anisotropy
can be transferred to itinerant electrons [8]. In the case
of an isolated magnetic impurity (i.e. an isolated mag-
netic moment), Kondo singlets can be considered the re-
sult of an antiferromagnetic coupling between the impu-
rity and conduction electron states expanded as partial
waves of the same angular momenta [26]. A Fermi liquid
composed of ‘composite heavy quasiparticles’ with heavy
e↵ective masses and local angular momentum quantum
numbers is one of the anticipated outcomes in a lattice
of moments should such partial states overlap and sat-
isfy Bloch’s theorem at low temperatures [27, 28], as ap-
pears to be the case in URu

2

Si
2

. The finding of a large
anisotropic impurity susceptibility ( �c

�a
⇠ 140) in the di-

URu2Si2
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FIG. 3: Fermi surface and dispersion maps of SmB6. (a) Fermi surface plot of SmB6

measured by 7 eV LASER source at temperature of 7 K. A small � pocket and a large X pocket

are observed. A big elliptical and a small circular shaped black dash lines around X and � points

are guide for the eyes. Inset shows a schematic plot of Fermi surface in the first Brillouin zone. (b)

Electronic dispersion map (left) and its energy distribution curves (EDCs) for � pocket. (c) same

as (b) for X band. (d) Comparison of integrated EDC for � and X band. A gap value of about 15

meV is observed in both cases.
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FIG. 2. The pressure dependences of the activation gap 5 (a)
and residual carrier density no = I/R (T =H0) (b). Dashed line
indicates approximate pressure for disappearance of A. Solid
lines are guides for the eye.

linearly -0.5 K/kbar from its ambient pressure value of
41 K. Above 45 kbar, the resistivity is metallic and it is
no longer possible to extract an activation gap.
Our measurements indicate a gap instability at a critical

pressure P,. between 45 and 53 kbar, in disagreement with
the conclusions of previous workers [5,6], who found
that 5 vanished continuously near 60 kbar. In one of
these studies [5] the sample was of demonstrably lower
quality than our own, with a significantly smaller ambient
pressure 6 = 33 K and a much smaller po —10 mA cm,
both symptomatic of Sm vacancies or defects introduced
in powdering [8]. Our measurements suggest that the gap
instability is a feature only of the highest quality samples,
as P,. increases markedly with reduced sample quality,
passing out of our experimental pressure window of
180 kbar for po ~ 0.1 A cm. We further believe that the
simple activation fits used to determine 6 in both earlier
experiments were overly weighted by the temperature
independent resistivity below -3.5 K, particularly near
P, . Figure 1(b) demonstrates that near P, the range
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FIG. 3. The absolute value of the Hall constant RH of SmB6
as a function of inverse temperature.

of temperatures over which simple activation fits are
linear becomes increasingly limited and problematic to
define with increased pressure. In contrast, our parallel
resistor formulation provides uniformly good fits over this
pressure range, and consequently yield a more accurate
determination of A.
Since there is no evidence in SmB6 for a discontinuous

structural change at or below 60 kbar [9], the sudden dis-
appearance of 5 suggests that it is not a simple hybridiza-
tion gap, for in that case the insulator-metal transition
occurs by band crossing and the gap is suppressed con-
tinuously to zero. A valence instability can be similarly
discounted, as high pressure x-ray absorption measure-
ments [10] find that the Sm valence increases smoothly
from +2.6 to +2.75 between 1 bar and 60 kbar.
We have used Hall effect measurements to study the

evolution of the camers in the vicinity of P, The Hall
constant RH is plotted as a function of 1/T in Fig. 3 for
pressures ranging from 1 bar to 66 kbar. We find that
RH is negative for temperatures T between 1.2 and 40 K
and at all pressures, as well as independent of magnetic
fields as large as 18 T. As has been previously noted at
1 bar [11], RH is both large and extremely temperature
dependent with a maximum at 4 K, at each pressure
becoming temperature independent below -3 K. It has
been proposed [12] that this temperature dependence
for RH is characteristic of Kondo lattices, rejecting
a crossover from high temperature incoherent to low
temperature coherent skew scattering. However, similar
maxima in RH(T) occur in doped semiconductors as in-
gap impurity states dominate intrinsic activated processes
with reduced temperature [13].
We do not address the full temperature dependence

of RH here, instead limiting our discussion to the
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FIG. 1: a. Upper critical field Hc2 of the superconduct-
ing state in URu2Si2 determined from the onset of resistiv-
ity at ⇡ 30 mK. An example trace is shown in the inset.
b. Schematic representation of the angle-dependent magnetic
quantum oscillations adapted from Fig. 18 of reference [22],
with the indices of the spin zeroes indicated. In order to show
the oscillatory behavior, the sign of the amplitude is negated
on crossing each spin zero.

fermion condensate [20] for all orientations of the mag-
netic field � the exception being a narrow range of angles
within ⇠ 10� of the [100] axis in Fig. 2 (likely associated
with the dominant role of diamagnetic screening currents
once g⇤

e↵

is strongly suppressed [19]).
A further key observation is that the field orientation-

dependence of g⇤
e↵

in Fig. 2 is very di↵erent from the
usual isotropic case of g⇤ ⇡ 2 for band electrons (dotted
line), indicating the spin susceptibility of the quasipar-
ticles in URu

2

Si
2

to di↵er along the two distinct crys-
talline axes. Since the Zeeman splitting of the quasi-
particles is given by the projection M · Ĥ of the spin
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FIG. 2: Polar plot of the field orientation-dependence of g⇤e↵
estimated using equations (1) and (2) represented by open
and closed circles respectively. Also shown, is a fit (solid line)
to equation (3) to g⇤e↵ , and the isotropic g⇤ ⇡ 2 (dotted line)
expected for conventional band electrons. In Fig. 1a we as-
sumeHc2 ⇡ Hp. In extracting g⇤e↵ from the index assignments
of g⇤e↵(m

⇤/me↵) in Fig. 1b, the weakly angle-dependent m⇤

is interpolated from the measured values in reference [22].

of a figure of ‘8.’ A fit to equation (3) in Fig. 2 (solid
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To obtain a lower bound for the anistropy, we plot g
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(circles) in Fig. 3 extracted from quantum oscillation ex-
periments [22] versus sin ✓ (in the vicinity of the cusp in
Fig. 2) together with the prediction (lines) for di↵erent
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made using equation (3). The ob-
servation of a spin zero in Fig. 1 at angles as small as 3�

implies a lower bound �a
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& 1000. A smaller anisotropy

would be expected to lead to the observation of fewer spin
zeroes and nonlinearity in the plot with an upturn in g
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at small values of sin ✓ (as shown in the simulations).

A large anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility is the
behavior expected for local magnetic moments of large
angular momenta whose confinement within a crystal
lattice gives rise to an Ising anisotropy. Kondo cou-
pling provides the means by which such an anisotropy
can be transferred to itinerant electrons [8]. In the case
of an isolated magnetic impurity (i.e. an isolated mag-
netic moment), Kondo singlets can be considered the re-
sult of an antiferromagnetic coupling between the impu-
rity and conduction electron states expanded as partial
waves of the same angular momenta [26]. A Fermi liquid
composed of ‘composite heavy quasiparticles’ with heavy
e↵ective masses and local angular momentum quantum
numbers is one of the anticipated outcomes in a lattice
of moments should such partial states overlap and sat-
isfy Bloch’s theorem at low temperatures [27, 28], as ap-
pears to be the case in URu
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FIG. 3: Fermi surface and dispersion maps of SmB6. (a) Fermi surface plot of SmB6

measured by 7 eV LASER source at temperature of 7 K. A small � pocket and a large X pocket

are observed. A big elliptical and a small circular shaped black dash lines around X and � points

are guide for the eyes. Inset shows a schematic plot of Fermi surface in the first Brillouin zone. (b)

Electronic dispersion map (left) and its energy distribution curves (EDCs) for � pocket. (c) same

as (b) for X band. (d) Comparison of integrated EDC for � and X band. A gap value of about 15

meV is observed in both cases.
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FIG. 2. The pressure dependences of the activation gap 5 (a)
and residual carrier density no = I/R (T =H0) (b). Dashed line
indicates approximate pressure for disappearance of A. Solid
lines are guides for the eye.

linearly -0.5 K/kbar from its ambient pressure value of
41 K. Above 45 kbar, the resistivity is metallic and it is
no longer possible to extract an activation gap.
Our measurements indicate a gap instability at a critical

pressure P,. between 45 and 53 kbar, in disagreement with
the conclusions of previous workers [5,6], who found
that 5 vanished continuously near 60 kbar. In one of
these studies [5] the sample was of demonstrably lower
quality than our own, with a significantly smaller ambient
pressure 6 = 33 K and a much smaller po —10 mA cm,
both symptomatic of Sm vacancies or defects introduced
in powdering [8]. Our measurements suggest that the gap
instability is a feature only of the highest quality samples,
as P,. increases markedly with reduced sample quality,
passing out of our experimental pressure window of
180 kbar for po ~ 0.1 A cm. We further believe that the
simple activation fits used to determine 6 in both earlier
experiments were overly weighted by the temperature
independent resistivity below -3.5 K, particularly near
P, . Figure 1(b) demonstrates that near P, the range
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FIG. 3. The absolute value of the Hall constant RH of SmB6
as a function of inverse temperature.

of temperatures over which simple activation fits are
linear becomes increasingly limited and problematic to
define with increased pressure. In contrast, our parallel
resistor formulation provides uniformly good fits over this
pressure range, and consequently yield a more accurate
determination of A.
Since there is no evidence in SmB6 for a discontinuous

structural change at or below 60 kbar [9], the sudden dis-
appearance of 5 suggests that it is not a simple hybridiza-
tion gap, for in that case the insulator-metal transition
occurs by band crossing and the gap is suppressed con-
tinuously to zero. A valence instability can be similarly
discounted, as high pressure x-ray absorption measure-
ments [10] find that the Sm valence increases smoothly
from +2.6 to +2.75 between 1 bar and 60 kbar.
We have used Hall effect measurements to study the

evolution of the camers in the vicinity of P, The Hall
constant RH is plotted as a function of 1/T in Fig. 3 for
pressures ranging from 1 bar to 66 kbar. We find that
RH is negative for temperatures T between 1.2 and 40 K
and at all pressures, as well as independent of magnetic
fields as large as 18 T. As has been previously noted at
1 bar [11], RH is both large and extremely temperature
dependent with a maximum at 4 K, at each pressure
becoming temperature independent below -3 K. It has
been proposed [12] that this temperature dependence
for RH is characteristic of Kondo lattices, rejecting
a crossover from high temperature incoherent to low
temperature coherent skew scattering. However, similar
maxima in RH(T) occur in doped semiconductors as in-
gap impurity states dominate intrinsic activated processes
with reduced temperature [13].
We do not address the full temperature dependence

of RH here, instead limiting our discussion to the
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FIG. 1: a. Upper critical field Hc2 of the superconduct-
ing state in URu2Si2 determined from the onset of resistiv-
ity at ⇡ 30 mK. An example trace is shown in the inset.
b. Schematic representation of the angle-dependent magnetic
quantum oscillations adapted from Fig. 18 of reference [22],
with the indices of the spin zeroes indicated. In order to show
the oscillatory behavior, the sign of the amplitude is negated
on crossing each spin zero.

fermion condensate [20] for all orientations of the mag-
netic field � the exception being a narrow range of angles
within ⇠ 10� of the [100] axis in Fig. 2 (likely associated
with the dominant role of diamagnetic screening currents
once g⇤

e↵

is strongly suppressed [19]).
A further key observation is that the field orientation-

dependence of g⇤
e↵

in Fig. 2 is very di↵erent from the
usual isotropic case of g⇤ ⇡ 2 for band electrons (dotted
line), indicating the spin susceptibility of the quasipar-
ticles in URu

2

Si
2

to di↵er along the two distinct crys-
talline axes. Since the Zeeman splitting of the quasi-
particles is given by the projection M · Ĥ of the spin

magnetizationM = ⇢
µ

2
B
2

(g2
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sin ✓)H alongH =
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H defines an e↵ective
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that (in the case of a strong anisotropy) traces the form

FIG. 2: Polar plot of the field orientation-dependence of g⇤e↵
estimated using equations (1) and (2) represented by open
and closed circles respectively. Also shown, is a fit (solid line)
to equation (3) to g⇤e↵ , and the isotropic g⇤ ⇡ 2 (dotted line)
expected for conventional band electrons. In Fig. 1a we as-
sumeHc2 ⇡ Hp. In extracting g⇤e↵ from the index assignments
of g⇤e↵(m

⇤/me↵) in Fig. 1b, the weakly angle-dependent m⇤

is interpolated from the measured values in reference [22].

of a figure of ‘8.’ A fit to equation (3) in Fig. 2 (solid
line) yields g

c

= 2.65 ± 0.05 and g
a

= 0.0 ± 0.1, implying

a large anisotropy in the spin susceptibility �c
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.

To obtain a lower bound for the anistropy, we plot g
e↵

(circles) in Fig. 3 extracted from quantum oscillation ex-
periments [22] versus sin ✓ (in the vicinity of the cusp in
Fig. 2) together with the prediction (lines) for di↵erent

values of �a
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=
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made using equation (3). The ob-
servation of a spin zero in Fig. 1 at angles as small as 3�

implies a lower bound �a

�b
& 1000. A smaller anisotropy

would be expected to lead to the observation of fewer spin
zeroes and nonlinearity in the plot with an upturn in g

e↵

at small values of sin ✓ (as shown in the simulations).

A large anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility is the
behavior expected for local magnetic moments of large
angular momenta whose confinement within a crystal
lattice gives rise to an Ising anisotropy. Kondo cou-
pling provides the means by which such an anisotropy
can be transferred to itinerant electrons [8]. In the case
of an isolated magnetic impurity (i.e. an isolated mag-
netic moment), Kondo singlets can be considered the re-
sult of an antiferromagnetic coupling between the impu-
rity and conduction electron states expanded as partial
waves of the same angular momenta [26]. A Fermi liquid
composed of ‘composite heavy quasiparticles’ with heavy
e↵ective masses and local angular momentum quantum
numbers is one of the anticipated outcomes in a lattice
of moments should such partial states overlap and sat-
isfy Bloch’s theorem at low temperatures [27, 28], as ap-
pears to be the case in URu

2

Si
2

. The finding of a large
anisotropic impurity susceptibility ( �c
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⇠ 140) in the di-
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FIG. 1. The electrical resistivity p as a function of tem-
perature (a) and inverse temperature (b). (b) Q = 1 bar,
Q = 24 kbar, = 25 kbar, = 33 kbar, A = 45 kbar, and
A = 53 kbar. The solid lines in (b) are fits by the function
[p(T)] ' = [po(P)] ' + (p„,(P) exp[A(P)/k&T]) ', described
in the text.
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FIG. 2. The pressure dependences of the activation gap 5 (a)
and residual carrier density no = I/R (T =H0) (b). Dashed line
indicates approximate pressure for disappearance of A. Solid
lines are guides for the eye.

linearly -0.5 K/kbar from its ambient pressure value of
41 K. Above 45 kbar, the resistivity is metallic and it is
no longer possible to extract an activation gap.
Our measurements indicate a gap instability at a critical

pressure P,. between 45 and 53 kbar, in disagreement with
the conclusions of previous workers [5,6], who found
that 5 vanished continuously near 60 kbar. In one of
these studies [5] the sample was of demonstrably lower
quality than our own, with a significantly smaller ambient
pressure 6 = 33 K and a much smaller po —10 mA cm,
both symptomatic of Sm vacancies or defects introduced
in powdering [8]. Our measurements suggest that the gap
instability is a feature only of the highest quality samples,
as P,. increases markedly with reduced sample quality,
passing out of our experimental pressure window of
180 kbar for po ~ 0.1 A cm. We further believe that the
simple activation fits used to determine 6 in both earlier
experiments were overly weighted by the temperature
independent resistivity below -3.5 K, particularly near
P, . Figure 1(b) demonstrates that near P, the range
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FIG. 3. The absolute value of the Hall constant RH of SmB6
as a function of inverse temperature.

of temperatures over which simple activation fits are
linear becomes increasingly limited and problematic to
define with increased pressure. In contrast, our parallel
resistor formulation provides uniformly good fits over this
pressure range, and consequently yield a more accurate
determination of A.
Since there is no evidence in SmB6 for a discontinuous

structural change at or below 60 kbar [9], the sudden dis-
appearance of 5 suggests that it is not a simple hybridiza-
tion gap, for in that case the insulator-metal transition
occurs by band crossing and the gap is suppressed con-
tinuously to zero. A valence instability can be similarly
discounted, as high pressure x-ray absorption measure-
ments [10] find that the Sm valence increases smoothly
from +2.6 to +2.75 between 1 bar and 60 kbar.
We have used Hall effect measurements to study the

evolution of the camers in the vicinity of P, The Hall
constant RH is plotted as a function of 1/T in Fig. 3 for
pressures ranging from 1 bar to 66 kbar. We find that
RH is negative for temperatures T between 1.2 and 40 K
and at all pressures, as well as independent of magnetic
fields as large as 18 T. As has been previously noted at
1 bar [11], RH is both large and extremely temperature
dependent with a maximum at 4 K, at each pressure
becoming temperature independent below -3 K. It has
been proposed [12] that this temperature dependence
for RH is characteristic of Kondo lattices, rejecting
a crossover from high temperature incoherent to low
temperature coherent skew scattering. However, similar
maxima in RH(T) occur in doped semiconductors as in-
gap impurity states dominate intrinsic activated processes
with reduced temperature [13].
We do not address the full temperature dependence

of RH here, instead limiting our discussion to the
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FIG. 1: a. Upper critical field Hc2 of the superconduct-
ing state in URu2Si2 determined from the onset of resistiv-
ity at ⇡ 30 mK. An example trace is shown in the inset.
b. Schematic representation of the angle-dependent magnetic
quantum oscillations adapted from Fig. 18 of reference [22],
with the indices of the spin zeroes indicated. In order to show
the oscillatory behavior, the sign of the amplitude is negated
on crossing each spin zero.

fermion condensate [20] for all orientations of the mag-
netic field � the exception being a narrow range of angles
within ⇠ 10� of the [100] axis in Fig. 2 (likely associated
with the dominant role of diamagnetic screening currents
once g⇤

e↵

is strongly suppressed [19]).
A further key observation is that the field orientation-

dependence of g⇤
e↵

in Fig. 2 is very di↵erent from the
usual isotropic case of g⇤ ⇡ 2 for band electrons (dotted
line), indicating the spin susceptibility of the quasipar-
ticles in URu

2

Si
2

to di↵er along the two distinct crys-
talline axes. Since the Zeeman splitting of the quasi-
particles is given by the projection M · Ĥ of the spin

magnetizationM = ⇢
µ
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(g2
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sin ✓)H alongH =
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H defines an e↵ective
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g⇤
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=
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that (in the case of a strong anisotropy) traces the form

FIG. 2: Polar plot of the field orientation-dependence of g⇤e↵
estimated using equations (1) and (2) represented by open
and closed circles respectively. Also shown, is a fit (solid line)
to equation (3) to g⇤e↵ , and the isotropic g⇤ ⇡ 2 (dotted line)
expected for conventional band electrons. In Fig. 1a we as-
sumeHc2 ⇡ Hp. In extracting g⇤e↵ from the index assignments
of g⇤e↵(m

⇤/me↵) in Fig. 1b, the weakly angle-dependent m⇤

is interpolated from the measured values in reference [22].

of a figure of ‘8.’ A fit to equation (3) in Fig. 2 (solid
line) yields g

c

= 2.65 ± 0.05 and g
a

= 0.0 ± 0.1, implying

a large anisotropy in the spin susceptibility �c
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=

�
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.

To obtain a lower bound for the anistropy, we plot g
e↵

(circles) in Fig. 3 extracted from quantum oscillation ex-
periments [22] versus sin ✓ (in the vicinity of the cusp in
Fig. 2) together with the prediction (lines) for di↵erent

values of �a
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=

�
gc

ga

�
2

made using equation (3). The ob-
servation of a spin zero in Fig. 1 at angles as small as 3�

implies a lower bound �a

�b
& 1000. A smaller anisotropy

would be expected to lead to the observation of fewer spin
zeroes and nonlinearity in the plot with an upturn in g

e↵

at small values of sin ✓ (as shown in the simulations).

A large anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility is the
behavior expected for local magnetic moments of large
angular momenta whose confinement within a crystal
lattice gives rise to an Ising anisotropy. Kondo cou-
pling provides the means by which such an anisotropy
can be transferred to itinerant electrons [8]. In the case
of an isolated magnetic impurity (i.e. an isolated mag-
netic moment), Kondo singlets can be considered the re-
sult of an antiferromagnetic coupling between the impu-
rity and conduction electron states expanded as partial
waves of the same angular momenta [26]. A Fermi liquid
composed of ‘composite heavy quasiparticles’ with heavy
e↵ective masses and local angular momentum quantum
numbers is one of the anticipated outcomes in a lattice
of moments should such partial states overlap and sat-
isfy Bloch’s theorem at low temperatures [27, 28], as ap-
pears to be the case in URu

2

Si
2

. The finding of a large
anisotropic impurity susceptibility ( �c
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⇠ 140) in the di-
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FIG. 1. The electrical resistivity p as a function of tem-
perature (a) and inverse temperature (b). (b) Q = 1 bar,
Q = 24 kbar, = 25 kbar, = 33 kbar, A = 45 kbar, and
A = 53 kbar. The solid lines in (b) are fits by the function
[p(T)] ' = [po(P)] ' + (p„,(P) exp[A(P)/k&T]) ', described
in the text.
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FIG. 2. The pressure dependences of the activation gap 5 (a)
and residual carrier density no = I/R (T =H0) (b). Dashed line
indicates approximate pressure for disappearance of A. Solid
lines are guides for the eye.

linearly -0.5 K/kbar from its ambient pressure value of
41 K. Above 45 kbar, the resistivity is metallic and it is
no longer possible to extract an activation gap.
Our measurements indicate a gap instability at a critical

pressure P,. between 45 and 53 kbar, in disagreement with
the conclusions of previous workers [5,6], who found
that 5 vanished continuously near 60 kbar. In one of
these studies [5] the sample was of demonstrably lower
quality than our own, with a significantly smaller ambient
pressure 6 = 33 K and a much smaller po —10 mA cm,
both symptomatic of Sm vacancies or defects introduced
in powdering [8]. Our measurements suggest that the gap
instability is a feature only of the highest quality samples,
as P,. increases markedly with reduced sample quality,
passing out of our experimental pressure window of
180 kbar for po ~ 0.1 A cm. We further believe that the
simple activation fits used to determine 6 in both earlier
experiments were overly weighted by the temperature
independent resistivity below -3.5 K, particularly near
P, . Figure 1(b) demonstrates that near P, the range
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FIG. 3. The absolute value of the Hall constant RH of SmB6
as a function of inverse temperature.

of temperatures over which simple activation fits are
linear becomes increasingly limited and problematic to
define with increased pressure. In contrast, our parallel
resistor formulation provides uniformly good fits over this
pressure range, and consequently yield a more accurate
determination of A.
Since there is no evidence in SmB6 for a discontinuous

structural change at or below 60 kbar [9], the sudden dis-
appearance of 5 suggests that it is not a simple hybridiza-
tion gap, for in that case the insulator-metal transition
occurs by band crossing and the gap is suppressed con-
tinuously to zero. A valence instability can be similarly
discounted, as high pressure x-ray absorption measure-
ments [10] find that the Sm valence increases smoothly
from +2.6 to +2.75 between 1 bar and 60 kbar.
We have used Hall effect measurements to study the

evolution of the camers in the vicinity of P, The Hall
constant RH is plotted as a function of 1/T in Fig. 3 for
pressures ranging from 1 bar to 66 kbar. We find that
RH is negative for temperatures T between 1.2 and 40 K
and at all pressures, as well as independent of magnetic
fields as large as 18 T. As has been previously noted at
1 bar [11], RH is both large and extremely temperature
dependent with a maximum at 4 K, at each pressure
becoming temperature independent below -3 K. It has
been proposed [12] that this temperature dependence
for RH is characteristic of Kondo lattices, rejecting
a crossover from high temperature incoherent to low
temperature coherent skew scattering. However, similar
maxima in RH(T) occur in doped semiconductors as in-
gap impurity states dominate intrinsic activated processes
with reduced temperature [13].
We do not address the full temperature dependence

of RH here, instead limiting our discussion to the
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FIG. 1: a. Upper critical field Hc2 of the superconduct-
ing state in URu2Si2 determined from the onset of resistiv-
ity at ⇡ 30 mK. An example trace is shown in the inset.
b. Schematic representation of the angle-dependent magnetic
quantum oscillations adapted from Fig. 18 of reference [22],
with the indices of the spin zeroes indicated. In order to show
the oscillatory behavior, the sign of the amplitude is negated
on crossing each spin zero.

fermion condensate [20] for all orientations of the mag-
netic field � the exception being a narrow range of angles
within ⇠ 10� of the [100] axis in Fig. 2 (likely associated
with the dominant role of diamagnetic screening currents
once g⇤

e↵

is strongly suppressed [19]).
A further key observation is that the field orientation-

dependence of g⇤
e↵

in Fig. 2 is very di↵erent from the
usual isotropic case of g⇤ ⇡ 2 for band electrons (dotted
line), indicating the spin susceptibility of the quasipar-
ticles in URu

2

Si
2

to di↵er along the two distinct crys-
talline axes. Since the Zeeman splitting of the quasi-
particles is given by the projection M · Ĥ of the spin

magnetizationM = ⇢
µ
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that (in the case of a strong anisotropy) traces the form

FIG. 2: Polar plot of the field orientation-dependence of g⇤e↵
estimated using equations (1) and (2) represented by open
and closed circles respectively. Also shown, is a fit (solid line)
to equation (3) to g⇤e↵ , and the isotropic g⇤ ⇡ 2 (dotted line)
expected for conventional band electrons. In Fig. 1a we as-
sumeHc2 ⇡ Hp. In extracting g⇤e↵ from the index assignments
of g⇤e↵(m

⇤/me↵) in Fig. 1b, the weakly angle-dependent m⇤

is interpolated from the measured values in reference [22].

of a figure of ‘8.’ A fit to equation (3) in Fig. 2 (solid
line) yields g

c

= 2.65 ± 0.05 and g
a

= 0.0 ± 0.1, implying

a large anisotropy in the spin susceptibility �c
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To obtain a lower bound for the anistropy, we plot g
e↵

(circles) in Fig. 3 extracted from quantum oscillation ex-
periments [22] versus sin ✓ (in the vicinity of the cusp in
Fig. 2) together with the prediction (lines) for di↵erent

values of �a
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=
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gc
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2

made using equation (3). The ob-
servation of a spin zero in Fig. 1 at angles as small as 3�

implies a lower bound �a

�b
& 1000. A smaller anisotropy

would be expected to lead to the observation of fewer spin
zeroes and nonlinearity in the plot with an upturn in g

e↵

at small values of sin ✓ (as shown in the simulations).

A large anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility is the
behavior expected for local magnetic moments of large
angular momenta whose confinement within a crystal
lattice gives rise to an Ising anisotropy. Kondo cou-
pling provides the means by which such an anisotropy
can be transferred to itinerant electrons [8]. In the case
of an isolated magnetic impurity (i.e. an isolated mag-
netic moment), Kondo singlets can be considered the re-
sult of an antiferromagnetic coupling between the impu-
rity and conduction electron states expanded as partial
waves of the same angular momenta [26]. A Fermi liquid
composed of ‘composite heavy quasiparticles’ with heavy
e↵ective masses and local angular momentum quantum
numbers is one of the anticipated outcomes in a lattice
of moments should such partial states overlap and sat-
isfy Bloch’s theorem at low temperatures [27, 28], as ap-
pears to be the case in URu

2

Si
2

. The finding of a large
anisotropic impurity susceptibility ( �c
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FIG. 1. The electrical resistivity p as a function of tem-
perature (a) and inverse temperature (b). (b) Q = 1 bar,
Q = 24 kbar, = 25 kbar, = 33 kbar, A = 45 kbar, and
A = 53 kbar. The solid lines in (b) are fits by the function
[p(T)] ' = [po(P)] ' + (p„,(P) exp[A(P)/k&T]) ', described
in the text.
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FIG. 2. The pressure dependences of the activation gap 5 (a)
and residual carrier density no = I/R (T =H0) (b). Dashed line
indicates approximate pressure for disappearance of A. Solid
lines are guides for the eye.

linearly -0.5 K/kbar from its ambient pressure value of
41 K. Above 45 kbar, the resistivity is metallic and it is
no longer possible to extract an activation gap.
Our measurements indicate a gap instability at a critical

pressure P,. between 45 and 53 kbar, in disagreement with
the conclusions of previous workers [5,6], who found
that 5 vanished continuously near 60 kbar. In one of
these studies [5] the sample was of demonstrably lower
quality than our own, with a significantly smaller ambient
pressure 6 = 33 K and a much smaller po —10 mA cm,
both symptomatic of Sm vacancies or defects introduced
in powdering [8]. Our measurements suggest that the gap
instability is a feature only of the highest quality samples,
as P,. increases markedly with reduced sample quality,
passing out of our experimental pressure window of
180 kbar for po ~ 0.1 A cm. We further believe that the
simple activation fits used to determine 6 in both earlier
experiments were overly weighted by the temperature
independent resistivity below -3.5 K, particularly near
P, . Figure 1(b) demonstrates that near P, the range
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FIG. 3. The absolute value of the Hall constant RH of SmB6
as a function of inverse temperature.

of temperatures over which simple activation fits are
linear becomes increasingly limited and problematic to
define with increased pressure. In contrast, our parallel
resistor formulation provides uniformly good fits over this
pressure range, and consequently yield a more accurate
determination of A.
Since there is no evidence in SmB6 for a discontinuous

structural change at or below 60 kbar [9], the sudden dis-
appearance of 5 suggests that it is not a simple hybridiza-
tion gap, for in that case the insulator-metal transition
occurs by band crossing and the gap is suppressed con-
tinuously to zero. A valence instability can be similarly
discounted, as high pressure x-ray absorption measure-
ments [10] find that the Sm valence increases smoothly
from +2.6 to +2.75 between 1 bar and 60 kbar.
We have used Hall effect measurements to study the

evolution of the camers in the vicinity of P, The Hall
constant RH is plotted as a function of 1/T in Fig. 3 for
pressures ranging from 1 bar to 66 kbar. We find that
RH is negative for temperatures T between 1.2 and 40 K
and at all pressures, as well as independent of magnetic
fields as large as 18 T. As has been previously noted at
1 bar [11], RH is both large and extremely temperature
dependent with a maximum at 4 K, at each pressure
becoming temperature independent below -3 K. It has
been proposed [12] that this temperature dependence
for RH is characteristic of Kondo lattices, rejecting
a crossover from high temperature incoherent to low
temperature coherent skew scattering. However, similar
maxima in RH(T) occur in doped semiconductors as in-
gap impurity states dominate intrinsic activated processes
with reduced temperature [13].
We do not address the full temperature dependence

of RH here, instead limiting our discussion to the
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FIG. 1: a. Upper critical field Hc2 of the superconduct-
ing state in URu2Si2 determined from the onset of resistiv-
ity at ⇡ 30 mK. An example trace is shown in the inset.
b. Schematic representation of the angle-dependent magnetic
quantum oscillations adapted from Fig. 18 of reference [22],
with the indices of the spin zeroes indicated. In order to show
the oscillatory behavior, the sign of the amplitude is negated
on crossing each spin zero.

fermion condensate [20] for all orientations of the mag-
netic field � the exception being a narrow range of angles
within ⇠ 10� of the [100] axis in Fig. 2 (likely associated
with the dominant role of diamagnetic screening currents
once g⇤

e↵

is strongly suppressed [19]).
A further key observation is that the field orientation-

dependence of g⇤
e↵

in Fig. 2 is very di↵erent from the
usual isotropic case of g⇤ ⇡ 2 for band electrons (dotted
line), indicating the spin susceptibility of the quasipar-
ticles in URu

2

Si
2

to di↵er along the two distinct crys-
talline axes. Since the Zeeman splitting of the quasi-
particles is given by the projection M · Ĥ of the spin

magnetizationM = ⇢
µ

2
B
2

(g2
a

cos ✓, 0, g2
c

sin ✓)H alongH =
H(cos ✓, 0, sin ✓) [where ⇢ is the electronic density-of-

states], setting M · Ĥ = ⇢
µBg

⇤
eff

2

H defines an e↵ective
g-factor

g⇤
e↵

=
q

g2
c

sin2 ✓ + g2
a

cos2 ✓ (3)

that (in the case of a strong anisotropy) traces the form

FIG. 2: Polar plot of the field orientation-dependence of g⇤e↵
estimated using equations (1) and (2) represented by open
and closed circles respectively. Also shown, is a fit (solid line)
to equation (3) to g⇤e↵ , and the isotropic g⇤ ⇡ 2 (dotted line)
expected for conventional band electrons. In Fig. 1a we as-
sumeHc2 ⇡ Hp. In extracting g⇤e↵ from the index assignments
of g⇤e↵(m

⇤/me↵) in Fig. 1b, the weakly angle-dependent m⇤

is interpolated from the measured values in reference [22].

of a figure of ‘8.’ A fit to equation (3) in Fig. 2 (solid
line) yields g

c

= 2.65 ± 0.05 and g
a

= 0.0 ± 0.1, implying

a large anisotropy in the spin susceptibility �c

�a
=

�
gc

ga

�
2

.

To obtain a lower bound for the anistropy, we plot g
e↵

(circles) in Fig. 3 extracted from quantum oscillation ex-
periments [22] versus sin ✓ (in the vicinity of the cusp in
Fig. 2) together with the prediction (lines) for di↵erent

values of �a

�b
=

�
gc

ga

�
2

made using equation (3). The ob-
servation of a spin zero in Fig. 1 at angles as small as 3�

implies a lower bound �a

�b
& 1000. A smaller anisotropy

would be expected to lead to the observation of fewer spin
zeroes and nonlinearity in the plot with an upturn in g

e↵

at small values of sin ✓ (as shown in the simulations).

A large anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility is the
behavior expected for local magnetic moments of large
angular momenta whose confinement within a crystal
lattice gives rise to an Ising anisotropy. Kondo cou-
pling provides the means by which such an anisotropy
can be transferred to itinerant electrons [8]. In the case
of an isolated magnetic impurity (i.e. an isolated mag-
netic moment), Kondo singlets can be considered the re-
sult of an antiferromagnetic coupling between the impu-
rity and conduction electron states expanded as partial
waves of the same angular momenta [26]. A Fermi liquid
composed of ‘composite heavy quasiparticles’ with heavy
e↵ective masses and local angular momentum quantum
numbers is one of the anticipated outcomes in a lattice
of moments should such partial states overlap and sat-
isfy Bloch’s theorem at low temperatures [27, 28], as ap-
pears to be the case in URu

2

Si
2

. The finding of a large
anisotropic impurity susceptibility ( �c

�a
⇠ 140) in the di-

URu2Si2

Topological

NpPd5Al2  TC = 4.5K (Aoki et al,2009)
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Mind the pseudogap
The discovery of predicted collective electronic behaviour in copper-oxide 
superconductors in the non-superconducting state provides clues to unlocking the 
24-year-old mystery of high-temperature superconductivity. SEE LETTER P.283

C H A N D R A  V A R M A

The phenomenon of high-temperature 
superconductivity is a beautiful and 
well-posed scientific problem with 

many facets. On page 283 of this issue, Li et al.1 
report observing a special kind of intense col-
lective electronic fluctuation in the most 
mysterious phase of matter exhibited by high-
temperature superconducting copper-oxide 
materials (cuprates). Taken together with pre-
vious experimental2–6 and theoretical7 work, 
this observation significantly narrows the 
range of directions likely to be fruitful in the 
quest to understand high-temperature super-
conductivity. The authors performed their 
experiments in two samples of HgBa2CuO4+δ, 
which has one of the simplest crystal structures 
of any of the cuprate families and is ideal for 
such studies.

Li and colleagues’ experiments1 pertain to 
the pseudogap region of the phase diagram of 
the cuprates (Fig. 1), a sort of precursor state 
to the superconducting phase that most con-
densed-matter physicists regard as the Rosetta 
Stone for discovering the physical principles 
that underlie the cuprates’ behaviour. On 
entering the pseudogap region, at a temper-
ature below T* but above the temperature 
below which superconductivity emerges (Tc), 
all cuprates’ thermodynamic and electronic-
transport properties change by a large amount 
owing to the materials’ loss of low-energy  
electronic excitations.

The pseudogap region is bounded on one 
side by a region of remarkably simple but 
unusual properties, which do not fit into the 
Fermi-liquid-type model that has been used to 
describe metals at low temperatures for about 
a hundred years. Some researchers got to grips 
with understanding this ‘strange-metal’ region 
early in the history of high-Tc superconduct-
ivity, by hypothesizing a quantum critical point 

in the dome-shaped superconductivity region 
of the phase diagram (Fig. 1). This point would 
occur at zero temperature and would involve 
a change in the symmetry of the mater ials’ 
electronic structure. Because Tc is determined 
by the materials’ collective electronic excita-
tions in the non-superconducting state, it is 
un arguable that the coupling of electrons to 
such excitations in the strange-metal region 
and their modifications in the pseudogap 
region lead to high-Tc superconductivity.

If it exists, a quantum critical point in the 

Figure 1 | Phase diagram of the cuprates. At very 
low levels of electron–hole doping, cuprates are 
insulating and antiferromagnetic (the materials’ 
neighbouring spins point in opposite directions). 
At increased doping levels, they become 
conducting, and the exact temperature and doping 
level determine which phase of matter they will 
be in. At temperatures below Tc, they become 
superconducting, and at temperatures above Tc but 
below T* they fall into the pseudogap phase. The 
boundary of the pseudogap region at low doping 
levels is unknown. The transition between the 
Fermi-liquid phase and the strange-metal phase 
occurs gradually (by crossover). QCP denotes the 
quantum critical point at which the temperature 
T* goes to absolute zero. Li and colleagues’ study1 
pertains to the pseudogap phase.
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conditions. Both groups agree that, under  
conditions optimized by geneticists for growth 
in conventional laboratories, aneuploid cells 
usually divide less rapidly than cells with the 
normal chromosomal complement.

An important distinction in the methods 
used to generate the aneuploid strains might 
explain the differences in the findings2,7,8. 
Torres et al.7,8 engineered yeast cells with a  
haploid (single) set of chromosomes to carry 
one extra chromosome and then selected for 
faster growth using conventional lab condi-
tions for 9–14 days — a time frame during 
which mutations are expected to accumulate. 
By contrast, Pavelka et al. analysed strains that 
often carried multiple aneuploid chromosomes 
and, importantly, minimized the number of 
generations before analysis. This illustrates a 
crucial truism of experimental genetics: you 
get what you select for.

Pavelka and co-workers also directly 
address a controversy concerning the role of 
excess proteins in aneuploid cells. Previously, 
Torres et al.7 proposed that there is a specific 
set of genes and proteins that are regulated in 
response to aneuploidy in general. In their 
more recent study8, they showed that some 
20% of proteins exhibit levels that do not 
track with gene copy number, and that a large 
proportion of these proteins are members of 
macromolecular complexes. By contrast, other 
groups9,10 have found that the levels of most 
proteins generally reflect changes in chromo-
some copy number and that less than 5% of 
the proteins exhibit ‘dosage compensation’ 
— whereby the relative protein level is inde-
pendent of gene-copy number. Pavelka et al. 
specifically test this hypothesis by quantitative 
mass spectrometry of about 2,000 proteins in 
each of five aneuploid strains and do not find 
compelling evidence for specific dosage com-
pensation of protein-complex components.  

Overall, these studies2,7–10 are consistent with 
the idea that aneuploidy is not a single, unique 
state and that all aneuploid strains do not share 
a single, common phenotype or protein profile.  
Rather, different aneuploid strains use differ-
ent mechanisms for optimal growth under  
different conditions. This conclusion may be 
less satisfying than a single, simple answer, 
especially given the crucial implications for  
cancer cells: it remains unclear whether  
cancer cells divide uncontrollably because 
they are aneuploid and/or because they have  
accumulated mutations that allow them to  
tolerate aneuploidy. But it should be remem-
bered that work on cancer cells themselves11 
suggests that not all aneuploidies are equal: 
aneuploidy can either promote or inhibit  
tumorigenesis, depending on the context. 
Pavelka and colleagues’ work2 therefore  
supports the idea that, whereas mutations  
can facilitate the proliferation of aneuploid 
cells, aneuploidy itself can be sufficient to  
provide a growth advantage under a broad 
range of stress conditions. 
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3d Cu Quantum Criticality  
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3d Fe

electron mass, m0, and the Fermi temperature,

TF = eF/kB = ħe2
2pkBm*

Ak , for x > 0.4, determined

from the dHvA oscillations corresponding to the
extremal orbits on the outer electron Fermi surface
(b1 and b2 orbits in Fig. 2B). Here, eF is the Fermi
energy and Ak is the cross-sectional area of the

orbit. In contrast to the negligible x-dependence
expected from the DFT calculations, a critical-like
increase in m* accompanied by a strong reduction
of TF is observed as the system is tuned toward
the optimal composition from the overdoped side.

For a reliable determination of the absolute
value of lL(0) in small single crystals, we adopted

three different methods (8). The first is the lower-
Tc superconducting film coating method (13–15),
in which lL(0) is determined from the frequency
shift of a high-precision tunnel diode oscillator
(16) (resonant frequency of f ~ 13 MHz) con-
taining the BaFe2(As1–xPx)2 crystal coated with
an aluminum film (Tc = 1.2 K) of known thick-
ness and penetration depth.

The second is the microwave cavity pertur-
bation technique, in which lL(0) is determined
from the measurements of surface impedance,
Zs = Rs + iXs, by using a superconducting res-
onator ( f ~ 28 GHz) and a rutile cavity reso-
nator ( f ~ 5 GHz), both of which have a very
high quality factor Q ~ 106 (8). In all crystals,
the residual surface resistance Rs(0) at T→0 K,
which we determined by withdrawing the crystal
from the rutile cavity at low temperature, is less
than 0.3% of Rs just above Tc. This negligible
residual Rs(0) indicates almost perfect Meissner
screening without any non-superconducting re-
gions. In the superconducting state well below
Tc, lL(T ) is obtained from the surface reactance
via the relation Xs(T ) = m0wlL(T ). The absolute
value of Xs is determined from Zs and dc-resistivity
rdc (measured separately by a conventional four
contact technique) by the relation Rs = Xs =
1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0wrdc=2

p
which holds in the normal state (8).

The third method uses the temperature-
dependent changes dlL(T ) = lL(T ) − lL(0),
measured by the tunnel diode oscillator down

Fig. 1. Generic temperature versus nonthermal control parameter phase diagram of iron-based super-
conductors, illustrating two cases. (A) Quantum criticality is avoided by the transition to the supercon-
ducting state. There is only one superconducting phase. (B) A QCP lies beneath the superconducting
dome. The QCP separates two distinct superconducting phases (SC1 and SC2). In the case of (A), non–
Fermi liquid behavior may appear above the dome if there is a QCP located along the axis of another
control parameter that is independent of the control parameter shown on the abscissa. In the case of (B),
non–Fermi liquid behavior appears because of the QCP inside the dome.

Fig. 2. (A) Phase diagram of BaFe2(As1–xPx)2. The
transition to the SDW ground state at TN coincides
with or is preceded by the structural transition at Ts.
With increasing x, TN decreases and goes to zero
continuously at x = 0.30. The superconducting dome
extends over a composition range 0.22 < x < 0.7,
with maximum Tc = 30 K at x = 0.30. The red shaded
region at around x= 0.30 represents the region where
the exponent n of the temperature dependence of
the resistivity, rdc(T) = r(0) + aT n, is close to unity,
which is a hallmark of a non-Fermi liquid (non-FL).
The composition dependence of the effective Fermi
temperature TF and renormalized mass m*/m0 de-
termined by dHvA oscillations (10) arising from the
b orbits [shown in (B)] are also plotted. (B) Fermi
surface of BaFe2(As1–xPx)2 with x = 0.3 and 0.7 from
the band-structure calculation using DFT as imple-
mented in the WIEN2K code (10). The Fermi surface
consists of five quasi-cylindrical pockets, three hole
pockets at the center of the Brillouin zone, and two
electron pockets centered at its corners. The shading
represents the in-plane Fermi velocity, vF. The flat
parts of the outer electron sheets have high vF val-
ues. The lines represent the extremal b orbits. (C)
Composition evolution of the square of the London
penetration depth lL

2(0) in the zero-temperature limit
determined by three different methods: aluminum
coating method (black diamonds), microwave cavity
perturbation technique (blue circles), and the low-
temperature slope of the change of the penetration
depthwith temperature (red squares, right-hand scale)
shown in Fig. 3. Different points for the same x cor-
respond to different crystals from the same batch, but for some of the microwave and the low-temperature slope data we used the same crystals. Error bars shown
for x = 0.64 represent typical experimental errors (8) largely resulting from uncertainties in the determination of geometrical factors.
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electron mass, m0, and the Fermi temperature,

TF = eF/kB = ħe2
2pkBm*

Ak , for x > 0.4, determined

from the dHvA oscillations corresponding to the
extremal orbits on the outer electron Fermi surface
(b1 and b2 orbits in Fig. 2B). Here, eF is the Fermi
energy and Ak is the cross-sectional area of the

orbit. In contrast to the negligible x-dependence
expected from the DFT calculations, a critical-like
increase in m* accompanied by a strong reduction
of TF is observed as the system is tuned toward
the optimal composition from the overdoped side.

For a reliable determination of the absolute
value of lL(0) in small single crystals, we adopted

three different methods (8). The first is the lower-
Tc superconducting film coating method (13–15),
in which lL(0) is determined from the frequency
shift of a high-precision tunnel diode oscillator
(16) (resonant frequency of f ~ 13 MHz) con-
taining the BaFe2(As1–xPx)2 crystal coated with
an aluminum film (Tc = 1.2 K) of known thick-
ness and penetration depth.

The second is the microwave cavity pertur-
bation technique, in which lL(0) is determined
from the measurements of surface impedance,
Zs = Rs + iXs, by using a superconducting res-
onator ( f ~ 28 GHz) and a rutile cavity reso-
nator ( f ~ 5 GHz), both of which have a very
high quality factor Q ~ 106 (8). In all crystals,
the residual surface resistance Rs(0) at T→0 K,
which we determined by withdrawing the crystal
from the rutile cavity at low temperature, is less
than 0.3% of Rs just above Tc. This negligible
residual Rs(0) indicates almost perfect Meissner
screening without any non-superconducting re-
gions. In the superconducting state well below
Tc, lL(T ) is obtained from the surface reactance
via the relation Xs(T ) = m0wlL(T ). The absolute
value of Xs is determined from Zs and dc-resistivity
rdc (measured separately by a conventional four
contact technique) by the relation Rs = Xs =
1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0wrdc=2

p
which holds in the normal state (8).

The third method uses the temperature-
dependent changes dlL(T ) = lL(T ) − lL(0),
measured by the tunnel diode oscillator down

Fig. 1. Generic temperature versus nonthermal control parameter phase diagram of iron-based super-
conductors, illustrating two cases. (A) Quantum criticality is avoided by the transition to the supercon-
ducting state. There is only one superconducting phase. (B) A QCP lies beneath the superconducting
dome. The QCP separates two distinct superconducting phases (SC1 and SC2). In the case of (A), non–
Fermi liquid behavior may appear above the dome if there is a QCP located along the axis of another
control parameter that is independent of the control parameter shown on the abscissa. In the case of (B),
non–Fermi liquid behavior appears because of the QCP inside the dome.

Fig. 2. (A) Phase diagram of BaFe2(As1–xPx)2. The
transition to the SDW ground state at TN coincides
with or is preceded by the structural transition at Ts.
With increasing x, TN decreases and goes to zero
continuously at x = 0.30. The superconducting dome
extends over a composition range 0.22 < x < 0.7,
with maximum Tc = 30 K at x = 0.30. The red shaded
region at around x= 0.30 represents the region where
the exponent n of the temperature dependence of
the resistivity, rdc(T) = r(0) + aT n, is close to unity,
which is a hallmark of a non-Fermi liquid (non-FL).
The composition dependence of the effective Fermi
temperature TF and renormalized mass m*/m0 de-
termined by dHvA oscillations (10) arising from the
b orbits [shown in (B)] are also plotted. (B) Fermi
surface of BaFe2(As1–xPx)2 with x = 0.3 and 0.7 from
the band-structure calculation using DFT as imple-
mented in the WIEN2K code (10). The Fermi surface
consists of five quasi-cylindrical pockets, three hole
pockets at the center of the Brillouin zone, and two
electron pockets centered at its corners. The shading
represents the in-plane Fermi velocity, vF. The flat
parts of the outer electron sheets have high vF val-
ues. The lines represent the extremal b orbits. (C)
Composition evolution of the square of the London
penetration depth lL

2(0) in the zero-temperature limit
determined by three different methods: aluminum
coating method (black diamonds), microwave cavity
perturbation technique (blue circles), and the low-
temperature slope of the change of the penetration
depthwith temperature (red squares, right-hand scale)
shown in Fig. 3. Different points for the same x cor-
respond to different crystals from the same batch, but for some of the microwave and the low-temperature slope data we used the same crystals. Error bars shown
for x = 0.64 represent typical experimental errors (8) largely resulting from uncertainties in the determination of geometrical factors.
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H I G H -T E M P E R AT U R E  S U P E R C O N D U C T I V I T Y

Mind the pseudogap
The discovery of predicted collective electronic behaviour in copper-oxide 
superconductors in the non-superconducting state provides clues to unlocking the 
24-year-old mystery of high-temperature superconductivity. SEE LETTER P.283

C H A N D R A  V A R M A

The phenomenon of high-temperature 
superconductivity is a beautiful and 
well-posed scientific problem with 

many facets. On page 283 of this issue, Li et al.1 
report observing a special kind of intense col-
lective electronic fluctuation in the most 
mysterious phase of matter exhibited by high-
temperature superconducting copper-oxide 
materials (cuprates). Taken together with pre-
vious experimental2–6 and theoretical7 work, 
this observation significantly narrows the 
range of directions likely to be fruitful in the 
quest to understand high-temperature super-
conductivity. The authors performed their 
experiments in two samples of HgBa2CuO4+δ, 
which has one of the simplest crystal structures 
of any of the cuprate families and is ideal for 
such studies.

Li and colleagues’ experiments1 pertain to 
the pseudogap region of the phase diagram of 
the cuprates (Fig. 1), a sort of precursor state 
to the superconducting phase that most con-
densed-matter physicists regard as the Rosetta 
Stone for discovering the physical principles 
that underlie the cuprates’ behaviour. On 
entering the pseudogap region, at a temper-
ature below T* but above the temperature 
below which superconductivity emerges (Tc), 
all cuprates’ thermodynamic and electronic-
transport properties change by a large amount 
owing to the materials’ loss of low-energy  
electronic excitations.

The pseudogap region is bounded on one 
side by a region of remarkably simple but 
unusual properties, which do not fit into the 
Fermi-liquid-type model that has been used to 
describe metals at low temperatures for about 
a hundred years. Some researchers got to grips 
with understanding this ‘strange-metal’ region 
early in the history of high-Tc superconduct-
ivity, by hypothesizing a quantum critical point 

in the dome-shaped superconductivity region 
of the phase diagram (Fig. 1). This point would 
occur at zero temperature and would involve 
a change in the symmetry of the mater ials’ 
electronic structure. Because Tc is determined 
by the materials’ collective electronic excita-
tions in the non-superconducting state, it is 
un arguable that the coupling of electrons to 
such excitations in the strange-metal region 
and their modifications in the pseudogap 
region lead to high-Tc superconductivity.

If it exists, a quantum critical point in the 

Figure 1 | Phase diagram of the cuprates. At very 
low levels of electron–hole doping, cuprates are 
insulating and antiferromagnetic (the materials’ 
neighbouring spins point in opposite directions). 
At increased doping levels, they become 
conducting, and the exact temperature and doping 
level determine which phase of matter they will 
be in. At temperatures below Tc, they become 
superconducting, and at temperatures above Tc but 
below T* they fall into the pseudogap phase. The 
boundary of the pseudogap region at low doping 
levels is unknown. The transition between the 
Fermi-liquid phase and the strange-metal phase 
occurs gradually (by crossover). QCP denotes the 
quantum critical point at which the temperature 
T* goes to absolute zero. Li and colleagues’ study1 
pertains to the pseudogap phase.
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conditions. Both groups agree that, under  
conditions optimized by geneticists for growth 
in conventional laboratories, aneuploid cells 
usually divide less rapidly than cells with the 
normal chromosomal complement.

An important distinction in the methods 
used to generate the aneuploid strains might 
explain the differences in the findings2,7,8. 
Torres et al.7,8 engineered yeast cells with a  
haploid (single) set of chromosomes to carry 
one extra chromosome and then selected for 
faster growth using conventional lab condi-
tions for 9–14 days — a time frame during 
which mutations are expected to accumulate. 
By contrast, Pavelka et al. analysed strains that 
often carried multiple aneuploid chromosomes 
and, importantly, minimized the number of 
generations before analysis. This illustrates a 
crucial truism of experimental genetics: you 
get what you select for.

Pavelka and co-workers also directly 
address a controversy concerning the role of 
excess proteins in aneuploid cells. Previously, 
Torres et al.7 proposed that there is a specific 
set of genes and proteins that are regulated in 
response to aneuploidy in general. In their 
more recent study8, they showed that some 
20% of proteins exhibit levels that do not 
track with gene copy number, and that a large 
proportion of these proteins are members of 
macromolecular complexes. By contrast, other 
groups9,10 have found that the levels of most 
proteins generally reflect changes in chromo-
some copy number and that less than 5% of 
the proteins exhibit ‘dosage compensation’ 
— whereby the relative protein level is inde-
pendent of gene-copy number. Pavelka et al. 
specifically test this hypothesis by quantitative 
mass spectrometry of about 2,000 proteins in 
each of five aneuploid strains and do not find 
compelling evidence for specific dosage com-
pensation of protein-complex components.  

Overall, these studies2,7–10 are consistent with 
the idea that aneuploidy is not a single, unique 
state and that all aneuploid strains do not share 
a single, common phenotype or protein profile.  
Rather, different aneuploid strains use differ-
ent mechanisms for optimal growth under  
different conditions. This conclusion may be 
less satisfying than a single, simple answer, 
especially given the crucial implications for  
cancer cells: it remains unclear whether  
cancer cells divide uncontrollably because 
they are aneuploid and/or because they have  
accumulated mutations that allow them to  
tolerate aneuploidy. But it should be remem-
bered that work on cancer cells themselves11 
suggests that not all aneuploidies are equal: 
aneuploidy can either promote or inhibit  
tumorigenesis, depending on the context. 
Pavelka and colleagues’ work2 therefore  
supports the idea that, whereas mutations  
can facilitate the proliferation of aneuploid 
cells, aneuploidy itself can be sufficient to  
provide a growth advantage under a broad 
range of stress conditions. 
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3d Cu Quantum Criticality  
and Superconductivity

3d Fe

electron mass, m0, and the Fermi temperature,

TF = eF/kB = ħe2
2pkBm*

Ak , for x > 0.4, determined

from the dHvA oscillations corresponding to the
extremal orbits on the outer electron Fermi surface
(b1 and b2 orbits in Fig. 2B). Here, eF is the Fermi
energy and Ak is the cross-sectional area of the

orbit. In contrast to the negligible x-dependence
expected from the DFT calculations, a critical-like
increase in m* accompanied by a strong reduction
of TF is observed as the system is tuned toward
the optimal composition from the overdoped side.

For a reliable determination of the absolute
value of lL(0) in small single crystals, we adopted

three different methods (8). The first is the lower-
Tc superconducting film coating method (13–15),
in which lL(0) is determined from the frequency
shift of a high-precision tunnel diode oscillator
(16) (resonant frequency of f ~ 13 MHz) con-
taining the BaFe2(As1–xPx)2 crystal coated with
an aluminum film (Tc = 1.2 K) of known thick-
ness and penetration depth.

The second is the microwave cavity pertur-
bation technique, in which lL(0) is determined
from the measurements of surface impedance,
Zs = Rs + iXs, by using a superconducting res-
onator ( f ~ 28 GHz) and a rutile cavity reso-
nator ( f ~ 5 GHz), both of which have a very
high quality factor Q ~ 106 (8). In all crystals,
the residual surface resistance Rs(0) at T→0 K,
which we determined by withdrawing the crystal
from the rutile cavity at low temperature, is less
than 0.3% of Rs just above Tc. This negligible
residual Rs(0) indicates almost perfect Meissner
screening without any non-superconducting re-
gions. In the superconducting state well below
Tc, lL(T ) is obtained from the surface reactance
via the relation Xs(T ) = m0wlL(T ). The absolute
value of Xs is determined from Zs and dc-resistivity
rdc (measured separately by a conventional four
contact technique) by the relation Rs = Xs =
1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0wrdc=2

p
which holds in the normal state (8).

The third method uses the temperature-
dependent changes dlL(T ) = lL(T ) − lL(0),
measured by the tunnel diode oscillator down

Fig. 1. Generic temperature versus nonthermal control parameter phase diagram of iron-based super-
conductors, illustrating two cases. (A) Quantum criticality is avoided by the transition to the supercon-
ducting state. There is only one superconducting phase. (B) A QCP lies beneath the superconducting
dome. The QCP separates two distinct superconducting phases (SC1 and SC2). In the case of (A), non–
Fermi liquid behavior may appear above the dome if there is a QCP located along the axis of another
control parameter that is independent of the control parameter shown on the abscissa. In the case of (B),
non–Fermi liquid behavior appears because of the QCP inside the dome.

Fig. 2. (A) Phase diagram of BaFe2(As1–xPx)2. The
transition to the SDW ground state at TN coincides
with or is preceded by the structural transition at Ts.
With increasing x, TN decreases and goes to zero
continuously at x = 0.30. The superconducting dome
extends over a composition range 0.22 < x < 0.7,
with maximum Tc = 30 K at x = 0.30. The red shaded
region at around x= 0.30 represents the region where
the exponent n of the temperature dependence of
the resistivity, rdc(T) = r(0) + aT n, is close to unity,
which is a hallmark of a non-Fermi liquid (non-FL).
The composition dependence of the effective Fermi
temperature TF and renormalized mass m*/m0 de-
termined by dHvA oscillations (10) arising from the
b orbits [shown in (B)] are also plotted. (B) Fermi
surface of BaFe2(As1–xPx)2 with x = 0.3 and 0.7 from
the band-structure calculation using DFT as imple-
mented in the WIEN2K code (10). The Fermi surface
consists of five quasi-cylindrical pockets, three hole
pockets at the center of the Brillouin zone, and two
electron pockets centered at its corners. The shading
represents the in-plane Fermi velocity, vF. The flat
parts of the outer electron sheets have high vF val-
ues. The lines represent the extremal b orbits. (C)
Composition evolution of the square of the London
penetration depth lL

2(0) in the zero-temperature limit
determined by three different methods: aluminum
coating method (black diamonds), microwave cavity
perturbation technique (blue circles), and the low-
temperature slope of the change of the penetration
depthwith temperature (red squares, right-hand scale)
shown in Fig. 3. Different points for the same x cor-
respond to different crystals from the same batch, but for some of the microwave and the low-temperature slope data we used the same crystals. Error bars shown
for x = 0.64 represent typical experimental errors (8) largely resulting from uncertainties in the determination of geometrical factors.
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electron mass, m0, and the Fermi temperature,

TF = eF/kB = ħe2
2pkBm*

Ak , for x > 0.4, determined

from the dHvA oscillations corresponding to the
extremal orbits on the outer electron Fermi surface
(b1 and b2 orbits in Fig. 2B). Here, eF is the Fermi
energy and Ak is the cross-sectional area of the

orbit. In contrast to the negligible x-dependence
expected from the DFT calculations, a critical-like
increase in m* accompanied by a strong reduction
of TF is observed as the system is tuned toward
the optimal composition from the overdoped side.

For a reliable determination of the absolute
value of lL(0) in small single crystals, we adopted

three different methods (8). The first is the lower-
Tc superconducting film coating method (13–15),
in which lL(0) is determined from the frequency
shift of a high-precision tunnel diode oscillator
(16) (resonant frequency of f ~ 13 MHz) con-
taining the BaFe2(As1–xPx)2 crystal coated with
an aluminum film (Tc = 1.2 K) of known thick-
ness and penetration depth.

The second is the microwave cavity pertur-
bation technique, in which lL(0) is determined
from the measurements of surface impedance,
Zs = Rs + iXs, by using a superconducting res-
onator ( f ~ 28 GHz) and a rutile cavity reso-
nator ( f ~ 5 GHz), both of which have a very
high quality factor Q ~ 106 (8). In all crystals,
the residual surface resistance Rs(0) at T→0 K,
which we determined by withdrawing the crystal
from the rutile cavity at low temperature, is less
than 0.3% of Rs just above Tc. This negligible
residual Rs(0) indicates almost perfect Meissner
screening without any non-superconducting re-
gions. In the superconducting state well below
Tc, lL(T ) is obtained from the surface reactance
via the relation Xs(T ) = m0wlL(T ). The absolute
value of Xs is determined from Zs and dc-resistivity
rdc (measured separately by a conventional four
contact technique) by the relation Rs = Xs =
1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0wrdc=2

p
which holds in the normal state (8).

The third method uses the temperature-
dependent changes dlL(T ) = lL(T ) − lL(0),
measured by the tunnel diode oscillator down

Fig. 1. Generic temperature versus nonthermal control parameter phase diagram of iron-based super-
conductors, illustrating two cases. (A) Quantum criticality is avoided by the transition to the supercon-
ducting state. There is only one superconducting phase. (B) A QCP lies beneath the superconducting
dome. The QCP separates two distinct superconducting phases (SC1 and SC2). In the case of (A), non–
Fermi liquid behavior may appear above the dome if there is a QCP located along the axis of another
control parameter that is independent of the control parameter shown on the abscissa. In the case of (B),
non–Fermi liquid behavior appears because of the QCP inside the dome.

Fig. 2. (A) Phase diagram of BaFe2(As1–xPx)2. The
transition to the SDW ground state at TN coincides
with or is preceded by the structural transition at Ts.
With increasing x, TN decreases and goes to zero
continuously at x = 0.30. The superconducting dome
extends over a composition range 0.22 < x < 0.7,
with maximum Tc = 30 K at x = 0.30. The red shaded
region at around x= 0.30 represents the region where
the exponent n of the temperature dependence of
the resistivity, rdc(T) = r(0) + aT n, is close to unity,
which is a hallmark of a non-Fermi liquid (non-FL).
The composition dependence of the effective Fermi
temperature TF and renormalized mass m*/m0 de-
termined by dHvA oscillations (10) arising from the
b orbits [shown in (B)] are also plotted. (B) Fermi
surface of BaFe2(As1–xPx)2 with x = 0.3 and 0.7 from
the band-structure calculation using DFT as imple-
mented in the WIEN2K code (10). The Fermi surface
consists of five quasi-cylindrical pockets, three hole
pockets at the center of the Brillouin zone, and two
electron pockets centered at its corners. The shading
represents the in-plane Fermi velocity, vF. The flat
parts of the outer electron sheets have high vF val-
ues. The lines represent the extremal b orbits. (C)
Composition evolution of the square of the London
penetration depth lL

2(0) in the zero-temperature limit
determined by three different methods: aluminum
coating method (black diamonds), microwave cavity
perturbation technique (blue circles), and the low-
temperature slope of the change of the penetration
depthwith temperature (red squares, right-hand scale)
shown in Fig. 3. Different points for the same x cor-
respond to different crystals from the same batch, but for some of the microwave and the low-temperature slope data we used the same crystals. Error bars shown
for x = 0.64 represent typical experimental errors (8) largely resulting from uncertainties in the determination of geometrical factors.
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 CeRhIn5

4f Ce

Wanted:  a unified conceptual description of 
magnetism, quantum criticality and 
superconductivity. 
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Standard Model:  Quantum SDW?

•Moriya, Doniach, Schrieffer (60s) 
•Hertz (76) 
•Millis (93)

If   d + z = d + 2 > 4 : 
φ4  terms “irrelevent” 
Critical modes are Gaussian. 
T is not the only  energy scale. 

Time counts as z =2 scaling dimensions
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!
Strange Metal = Unbroken Susy?!
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How to describe the generic HF phase diagram in its entirety?

C/T ~ log T
ρ ~ Τ(α<2)

Heavy Fermion Systems: Why Supersymmetric Spins?

Bosonic Fermionic

Gan, Coleman and Andrei, 1992 
Coleman, Pepin, Tsvelik, 2000
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Symmetries of the SUSY-SP(N) Spin

Spin commutes with the following 
operator bilinears: “Super-Algebra”: SU(2|1)

Odd

Even
SU(2)

U(1)

SP(N) generators 



Results
Within a static mean field solution the free energy have the following closed form:

The energy will be minimized by 
different representations in different 

areas of the phase diagram

✦ Unusual critical behavior;

✦  2nd order transition F ➔ F+B;

✦ Fermionic modes go soft;
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✦ F+B Phase ➔ Coexistence;



Open Challenges.

QCPs:  Explanation of universality of 

C/T ~ Log(T0/T),    ρ ~ T1+α? 


!

!

!

Co-existence heavy fermions & LM AFM = 
Two fluid behavior? [Supersymmetry? B/F]
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Heavy Fermion Superconductivity

The Nature of Magnetic Pairing.
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dependence. It is noticed that the resistivity decreases
linearly below 10 K, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a),
indicating a non-Fermi liquid character. At Tc ¼ 5:0 K, the
resistivity shows a sharp drop and becomes zero, indicating
the superconducting transition.

Superconductivity is stable against the magnetic field, as
shown in Fig. 2(b), and is found to be highly anisotropic
with respect to the direction of the magnetic field. The
superconducting transition is defined as the zero-resistivity
in the resistivity measurement under magnetic field, which
corresponds to the upper critical field Hc2.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of Hc2 for
H k ½100# and ½001#. The value of Hc2 at 0 K, Hc2ð0Þ, and the
slope of Hc2 at Tc, &dHc2=dT , are obtained as Hc2ð0Þ ¼
37 kOe and &dHc2=dT ¼ 64 kOe/K for H k ½100#, and
Hc2ð0Þ ¼ 143 kOe and &dHc2=dT ¼ 310 kOe/K for
H k ½001#. The value of &dHc2=dT is extremely large, but
the upper critical field is strongly suppressed with decreasing
temperature, suggesting the existence of a large Pauli
paramagnetic effect.

Figure 4 shows the angular dependence of Hc2 at 80 mK.
Hc2 is highly anisotropic and large for H k ½001#. Here
we assumed that anisotropy of Hc2 is mainly due to the
topology of the Fermi surface. We tried to fit the Hc2 data to
the so-called anisotropic effective mass model, as in a
heavy-fermion superconductor PuRhGa5.7) The solid line in
Fig. 4 is the result of fitting, using the following function:

Hc2ð!Þ ¼
Hc2ð! ¼ 90'Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

sin2 ! þ
m)c
m)a

cos2 !

s ; ð1Þ

where m)c=m
)
a is the mass anisotropy ratio for [001] and

[100] directions, and ! is the field angle from [001] to [100].
The value of m)c=m

)
a ¼ 0:067 or m)a=m

)
c ¼ 14:9 is compared

to the value of m)c=m
)
a ¼ 3:9 in PuRhGa5, for example. In

the case of PuRhGa5, the electronic state is considered to
be quasi-two-dimensional, indicating an ellipsoidal Fermi
surface elongated along the [001] direction. On the other
hand, the present ellipsoidal Fermi surface in NpPd5Al2 is
extremely flat as a pancake, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.
Here we note that Hc2 in the (001) plane possesses four-fold
symmetry, reflecting the tetragonal structure: Hc2 ¼ 37:0
kOe for H k ½100# and Hc2 ¼ 36:6 kOe for H k ½110#.

Next we show in Fig. 5 the temperature dependence of the
specific heat C in the form of C=T . The specific heat jump
!C at Tc ¼ 4:9 K is due to the superconducting transition.
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Fig. 1. Tetragonal crystal structure of NpPd5Al2.
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2
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)

<latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">AAAC43icjZFLb9QwEIC94VWWR7fAjYtFhVQkWGV7gB6rcukJisTSSutlNXGcrLV+RLZDurJy48gJceUv8Gu4cIDfgpNQaRuBxEiWRt83fs0kheDWxfGPQXTl6rXrN7ZuDm/dvnN3e7Rz753VpaFsSrXQ5iwBywRXbOq4E+ysMAxkIthpsnrZ+NMPzFiu1Vu3LthcQq54xim4gBajY0zaQ3y15I7VmAitcsPzpQNjdHVhXxtQedB7z0hmgPpXtd+vn27kTxaj3ck4bgP/O9k9fIDaOFnsDD6SVNNSMuWoAGtnk7hwcw/GcSpYPSSlZQXQFeRsFlIFktm5b99T48eBpDjTJizlcEs3d3iQ1q5lEioluKXtuwb+zc1Klx3MPVdF6Zii3UVZKbDTuOkfTrlh1Il1SIAaHt6K6RJCH1zo8pAoVlEtJaiUGPCkaVv7lw2e5v49SSHPmbkskpX3JMnwqu7xouNFn593/LzHy6a+LNoB9lRaBZXqSl3I4f/Nbbo/fj6O34T5HXXzQ1voIXqE9tAEvUCH6BidoCmi6Bv6jn6iX1EWfYo+R1+60mjwZ899dCmir78BGm/wOQ==</latexit>

� 2 (�1

2
,
1

2
)

<latexit sha1_base64="/Ni1jXDK+FhtPlxy6n5a4r73Blg=">AAAC2XicjZFNixQxEIYz7dc6fuysevMSXIQVdOjZg3qSRS8eV3Dchck4VKere8J0kiZJ2zuEvogH8epf8Nd41Yv/xkz3CrONggUFL89bSSpVSVkI6+L41yC6dPnK1Ws714c3bt66vTvau/PO6spwnHJdaHOagMVCKJw64Qo8LQ2CTAo8SVavNv7JBzRWaPXWrUucS8iVyAQHF9Bi9IK1d/h6KRw2zIpcAmVC0XNuMG0OnlCWGeB+0vjD5vGWfrQY7U/GcRv032L/6B5p43ixN/jEUs0ricrxAqydTeLSzT0YJ3iBzZBVFkvgK8hxFqQCiXbu22Ya+jCQlGbahFSOtnT7hAdp7VomoVKCW9q+t4F/82aVy57PvVBl5VDx7qGsKqjTdDM1mgqD3BXrIIAbEXqlfAlhDi7MdsgU1lxLCSplBnxIlbd/2eJp7t+zFPIczUUjWXnPkoyumh4vO172+VnHz3q82tRXJRij656V1sFKda3+mMP/29v0cPx0HL8J+3vZ7Y/skPvkATkgE/KMHJHX5JhMCSffyHfyg/yMWPQx+hx96UqjwfmZu+RCRF9/A1Wd66U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Ni1jXDK+FhtPlxy6n5a4r73Blg=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="q7QOxGOxUDdnX1g7AVPfQ8tn4LE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q7QOxGOxUDdnX1g7AVPfQ8tn4LE=">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</latexit>

�! (�N

2
,
N

2
)

<latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">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</latexit>

� 2 (�1

2
,
1

2
)

<latexit sha1_base64="/Ni1jXDK+FhtPlxy6n5a4r73Blg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Ni1jXDK+FhtPlxy6n5a4r73Blg=">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</latexit>

N
<latexit sha1_base64="6LYRkrUc6QxytcjAP2cy3TnovAs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6LYRkrUc6QxytcjAP2cy3TnovAs=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">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</latexit>
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)

<latexit sha1_base64="/Ni1jXDK+FhtPlxy6n5a4r73Blg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Ni1jXDK+FhtPlxy6n5a4r73Blg=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LA2kaxXsEvJf3TFvCk2P4+RydVw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LA2kaxXsEvJf3TFvCk2P4+RydVw=">AAADBXicjZFNbxMxEIad5aMlfKXAjYtFhcSFkPQAvSBVICFOUAShFfE28npnNyZe27K9bCJrbxz4NZwQV/4CV/4IV/BuitSsQGIkS6PnHc/Y8yZacOtGox+96Nz5Cxe3ti/1L1+5eu36YOfGW6tKw2DClFDmOKEWBJcwcdwJONYGaJEIOEoWTxv96AMYy5V841Ya4oLmkmecURfQbPAek7aJr+bcQf3uMSZcupkn80Qt/TMOIrV1jftw4knKrRZ0Zd1KAL7vSWYo86+nRFse13784LTTS0NlDvWLjcYhZoPd8XDUBv53sntwC7VxONvpfSSpYmUB0jFBrZ2OR9rFnhrHmYC6T0oLmrIFzWEaUkkLsLFvx9b4biApzpQJRzrc0rM3PC2sXRVJqCyom9uu1sC/adPSZfux51KXDiRbD8pKgZ3CzYZxyg0wJ1Yhoczw8FbM5jTsygUf+kRCxVRRUJkSQz1pltX+5QxPc39CUprnYDaFZOE9STK8qDtcr7nu8uWaLzu8bOpLTY1RVUdKqyClqpJ/xP7/+TbZGz4cjl4F/56s/UPb6Da6g+6hMXqEDtBzdIgmiKHv6Cf61UPRp+hz9CX6ui6Neqd3bqKNiL79Bn/6/vo=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="/Ni1jXDK+FhtPlxy6n5a4r73Blg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Ni1jXDK+FhtPlxy6n5a4r73Blg=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LA2kaxXsEvJf3TFvCk2P4+RydVw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LA2kaxXsEvJf3TFvCk2P4+RydVw=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">AAAC43icjZFLb9QwEIC94VWWR7fAjYtFhVQkWGV7gB6rcukJisTSSutlNXGcrLV+RLZDurJy48gJceUv8Gu4cIDfgpNQaRuBxEiWRt83fs0kheDWxfGPQXTl6rXrN7ZuDm/dvnN3e7Rz753VpaFsSrXQ5iwBywRXbOq4E+ysMAxkIthpsnrZ+NMPzFiu1Vu3LthcQq54xim4gBajY0zaQ3y15I7VmAitcsPzpQNjdHVhXxtQedB7z0hmgPpXtd+vn27kTxaj3ck4bgP/O9k9fIDaOFnsDD6SVNNSMuWoAGtnk7hwcw/GcSpYPSSlZQXQFeRsFlIFktm5b99T48eBpDjTJizlcEs3d3iQ1q5lEioluKXtuwb+zc1Klx3MPVdF6Zii3UVZKbDTuOkfTrlh1Il1SIAaHt6K6RJCH1zo8pAoVlEtJaiUGPCkaVv7lw2e5v49SSHPmbkskpX3JMnwqu7xouNFn593/LzHy6a+LNoB9lRaBZXqSl3I4f/Nbbo/fj6O34T5HXXzQ1voIXqE9tAEvUCH6BidoCmi6Bv6jn6iX1EWfYo+R1+60mjwZ899dCmir78BGm/wOQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="/Ni1jXDK+FhtPlxy6n5a4r73Blg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Ni1jXDK+FhtPlxy6n5a4r73Blg=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">AAAC43icjZFLb9QwEIC94VWWR7fAjYtFhVQkWGV7gB6rcukJisTSSutlNXGcrLV+RLZDurJy48gJceUv8Gu4cIDfgpNQaRuBxEiWRt83fs0kheDWxfGPQXTl6rXrN7ZuDm/dvnN3e7Rz753VpaFsSrXQ5iwBywRXbOq4E+ysMAxkIthpsnrZ+NMPzFiu1Vu3LthcQq54xim4gBajY0zaQ3y15I7VmAitcsPzpQNjdHVhXxtQedB7z0hmgPpXtd+vn27kTxaj3ck4bgP/O9k9fIDaOFnsDD6SVNNSMuWoAGtnk7hwcw/GcSpYPSSlZQXQFeRsFlIFktm5b99T48eBpDjTJizlcEs3d3iQ1q5lEioluKXtuwb+zc1Klx3MPVdF6Zii3UVZKbDTuOkfTrlh1Il1SIAaHt6K6RJCH1zo8pAoVlEtJaiUGPCkaVv7lw2e5v49SSHPmbkskpX3JMnwqu7xouNFn593/LzHy6a+LNoB9lRaBZXqSl3I4f/Nbbo/fj6O34T5HXXzQ1voIXqE9tAEvUCH6BidoCmi6Bv6jn6iX1EWfYo+R1+60mjwZ899dCmir78BGm/wOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aM0c6e/JcHMzL8WRDspV6Eo6nXo=">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</latexit>
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PC: why don’t you ever use the group SP(N)? 
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PC: why don’t you ever use the group SP(N)? 
!Scott:  “Simple,  no Baryons.”

SU(N): Mesons
q̄q
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after which it slowly recovers towards n! ! 2 [Fig. 3(c)].
For x ¼ 0:775, we find that A # 0:036 "! cm=K2, imply-
ing that the ground state is a heavy Fermi liquid at this
concentration. In order to explore this perspective, we have
calculated the Kadowaki-Woods ratio RKW ¼ A=#2, which
gives the relationship between the coefficient # of the
electronic specific heat and the coefficient A of the T2

contribution to the electrical resistivity, assuming that
the system exhibits heavy FL behavior at low T. If we
consider #ð2:3 KÞ ¼ 140 mJ=mol-K2 (Table I), then
RKW ¼ 1:86& 10'6 "! cmðmol-K=mJÞ2. This value is
intermediate between what is expected for Ce- and Yb-
based heavy fermion compounds [17,18], emphasizing that
strong electronic correlations persist up to x # 0:775. SC
transitions are clearly observed in !ðTÞ for 0 ( x ( 0:65
[Fig. 2(c)], and there is a monotonic suppression of Tc with

increasing Yb concentration [Fig. 3(b)]. In particular, we
note that the Tc vs x curve extrapolates to 0 K near x ¼ 1,
emphasizing that the SC is anomalously robust in the
presence of Yb substituents.
Magnetic susceptibility ($) measurements were carried

out as a function of T by using a Quantum Design SQUID
magnetometer in H ¼ 0:5 T. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show
$ðTÞ in the normal state forH applied in the ab plane, $ab,
and along the c axis, $c. The ratio of $ab to $c at
T ¼ 2:3 K is !0:5 [inset in Fig. 4(a)]. Surprisingly, $ðTÞ
retains a T dependence that is nearly identical to that of
x ¼ 0 for x ( 0:775; i.e., Curie-Weiss behavior is observed
at high T, after which $ðTÞ saturates below 50 K, consistent
with the onset of Kondo-like demagnetization and the
coherent behavior observed in !ðTÞ. These results are
contrary to what would be expected if the Yb ions were
to enter the lattice in the nonmagnetic divalent state, in
which case $ðTÞ should scale with (1' x). Finally, $ðTÞ
again increases upon cooling below 20 K, contrary to
the behavior of ideal HF compounds which are expected
to remain in a FL state with a nearly T-independent
$ as T approaches 0 K. This upturn appears to be an
intrinsic effect and not due to magnetic impurities, since
we find that MðHÞ curves at low T do not saturate up to
70 kOe [19]. Between 1.8 and !20 K, $c can be fit by the
form $c ¼ $cð0Þ þ a=Tn$ , consistent with the NFL behav-
ior observed in !ðTÞ and CðTÞ. Figure 3(d) shows the
parameters n$.
The specific heat (C) was measured for 0:3 K (

T ( 5 K in a Quantum Design Physical Properties
Measurement System semiadiabatic calorimeter using a
heat-pulse technique. Figure 5 shows C=T vs T for several
values of x. The electronic-specific-heat coefficient
# ¼ C=T, estimated to be the value of C=T near 2.3 K
(Table I), reveals a substantial mass renormalization
(# / m*) that persists up to x ¼ 0:65, after which # is
suppressed. Additionally, C=T tends to increase with
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FIG. 3. (a) Coherence temperature Tcoh, where !ðTÞ exhibits a
maximum (or knee) vs x. The error bars represent the width of the
maximum, defined as the T ! ¼ 0:95!coh. (b) Circles: Tc deter-
mined from !ðTÞ measurements vs x for Ce1'xYbxCoIn5. The
vertical bars correspond to the 90% and 10% values of the
superconducting transitions. Triangles: Tc, determined from
CðTÞ measurements vs x. The solid line shows the suppression
of Tc as reported for other rare earth substitutions [12]. (c) Fit
parameters n!, extracted from power law ! ¼ !0 þ ATn! fits to

the normal-state resistivity vs x. (d) Fit parameters n$, determined

from fits of $c ¼ $cð0Þ þ a=Tn$ to the normal-state $ðTÞ vs x.
The light gray shading represents the region of phase separation.

TABLE I. Superconducting parameters for samples of
Ce1'xYbxCoIn5. The values of Tc have been determined from
specific heat data."C is the jump inCðTÞ atTc, and#ð2:3 KÞ is the
estimated electronic-specific-heat coefficient at 2.3 K.

x Tc "C #ð2:3 KÞ
(K) (mJ=mol K) (mJ=molK2)

0 2.29 3460 357
0.05 2.16 3040 373
0.10 2.09 2240 347
0.125 1.97 1810 332
0.50 1.19 235 330
0.65 283
0.775 140
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Magnetic susceptibility along the ab
plane$ab vs temperatureT forCe1'xYbxCoIn5. Inset:Ratio of$ab

to$c at T ¼ 2:3 K. (b)Magnetic susceptibility along the c axis$c

vs T for Ce1'xYbxCoIn5. Data for x ¼ 0 are from Ref. [23].
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vertical bars correspond to the 90% and 10% values of the
superconducting transitions. Triangles: Tc, determined from
CðTÞ measurements vs x. The solid line shows the suppression
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TABLE I. Superconducting parameters for samples of
Ce1'xYbxCoIn5. The values of Tc have been determined from
specific heat data."C is the jump inCðTÞ atTc, and#ð2:3 KÞ is the
estimated electronic-specific-heat coefficient at 2.3 K.
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∆F ∝ −Qzzutet, the second term in the Landau free en-
ergy (12) becomes α2[T − (Tc2 +λutet)]Ψ2

C , naturally ac-
counting for the linear increase in Tc. This effect should
also be detectable as a shift of the nuclear quadrupole
resonance (NQR) frequency at the surrounding nuclei.

The link between f-electron valence and the Kondo
effect is well established[31], but tandem pairing intro-
duces a new element to this relationship. Changes in the
charge distribution around the Kondo ion can be read off
from its coupling to the changes in the chemical poten-
tial, ∆ρ(x) = |e|δH/δµ(x). The sensitivity of the Kondo
couplings to µ is obtained from a Schrieffer-Wolff trans-
formation of a two-channel Anderson model, which gives
J−1

Γ
= ∆EΓ/V 2

Γ,0. Here, VΓ,0 are the bare hybridiza-
tions and ∆EΓ are the charge excitation energies. With
a shift in µ → µ + δµ(x), δJ−1

Γ
= ±|ΦΓ(x)|2δµ(x)/V 2

Γ,0.
The sign is positive for J1 and negative for J2 because
they involve fluctuations to the empty and doubly occu-

pied states, respectively: f0
Γ1

! f1
Γ2

! f2. Differentiating
(11) with respect to δµ(x), the change in ρ(x) will be:

∆ρ(x) = |e|

!

"

V1

V1,0

#2

|Φ1(x)|2 −

"

∆2

V2,0

#2

|Φ2(x)|2
$

.

(14)
For equal channel strengths, the total charge is constant,
and the f-ion will develop equal hole densities in Γ+

7 and
electron densities in Γ6, leading to a positive change in
the electric field gradient, ∂Ez/∂z ∝ (Tc − T ) > 0 at the
in-plane In site that will appear as a shift in the NQR
frequencies growing abruptly below Tc (see Figure 4).

FIG. 4: (Color online) As superconductivity develops, the in-
creasing occupations of the empty and doubly occupied states
cause holes to build up with symmetry Γ+

7 (orange) and elec-
trons with symmetry Γ6 (blue). The resulting electric fields
are shown along the [110] direction (dashed line in inset). The
inset shows the locations of the indiums in-, In(1) and out-
of-plane, In(2). The electric field gradient, ∂Ez/∂z > 0 at
the In(1) site will lead to a sharp positive shift in the NQR
frequency at Tc.

The f-electron valence should also contain a small
superconducting shift, observable with core-level X-ray
spectroscopy, obtained by integrating (14): ∆nf (T ) ∝
Ψ2

C ∝ (Tc − T ), as ΨC ∝ ∆2 when J1 > J2. While the

development of Kondo screening leads to a gradual va-
lence decrease through TK , as it is a crossover scale, the
development of superconductivity is a phase transition,
leading to a sharp mean-field increase. Observation of
sharp shifts at Tc in either the NQR frequency or the va-
lence would constitute an unambiguous confirmation of
the electrostatically active tandem condensate.

The authors would like to thank S. Burdin, C. Capan,
Z. Fisk, H. Weber, R. Urbano, and particularly M. Dzero
for discussions related to this work. This research was
supported by National Science Foundation Grant DMR-
0907179.
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∆F ∝ −Qzzutet, the second term in the Landau free en-
ergy (12) becomes α2[T − (Tc2 +λutet)]Ψ2

C , naturally ac-
counting for the linear increase in Tc. This effect should
also be detectable as a shift of the nuclear quadrupole
resonance (NQR) frequency at the surrounding nuclei.

The link between f-electron valence and the Kondo
effect is well established[31], but tandem pairing intro-
duces a new element to this relationship. Changes in the
charge distribution around the Kondo ion can be read off
from its coupling to the changes in the chemical poten-
tial, ∆ρ(x) = |e|δH/δµ(x). The sensitivity of the Kondo
couplings to µ is obtained from a Schrieffer-Wolff trans-
formation of a two-channel Anderson model, which gives
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Γ,0. Here, VΓ,0 are the bare hybridiza-
tions and ∆EΓ are the charge excitation energies. With
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For equal channel strengths, the total charge is constant,
and the f-ion will develop equal hole densities in Γ+

7 and
electron densities in Γ6, leading to a positive change in
the electric field gradient, ∂Ez/∂z ∝ (Tc − T ) > 0 at the
in-plane In site that will appear as a shift in the NQR
frequencies growing abruptly below Tc (see Figure 4).

FIG. 4: (Color online) As superconductivity develops, the in-
creasing occupations of the empty and doubly occupied states
cause holes to build up with symmetry Γ+

7 (orange) and elec-
trons with symmetry Γ6 (blue). The resulting electric fields
are shown along the [110] direction (dashed line in inset). The
inset shows the locations of the indiums in-, In(1) and out-
of-plane, In(2). The electric field gradient, ∂Ez/∂z > 0 at
the In(1) site will lead to a sharp positive shift in the NQR
frequency at Tc.

The f-electron valence should also contain a small
superconducting shift, observable with core-level X-ray
spectroscopy, obtained by integrating (14): ∆nf (T ) ∝
Ψ2

C ∝ (Tc − T ), as ΨC ∝ ∆2 when J1 > J2. While the

development of Kondo screening leads to a gradual va-
lence decrease through TK , as it is a crossover scale, the
development of superconductivity is a phase transition,
leading to a sharp mean-field increase. Observation of
sharp shifts at Tc in either the NQR frequency or the va-
lence would constitute an unambiguous confirmation of
the electrostatically active tandem condensate.
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onalized analytically. Upon minimizing the free energy,
we obtain four equations for λ, V1,∆2, and ∆H . Solv-
ing these numerically, and searching the full parameter
space of J2/J1, JH/J1 and T to find both first and sec-
ond order phase transitions, we find four distinct phases:
a light Fermi liquid with free local moments when all pa-
rameters are zero, at high temperatures; a heavy Fermi
liquid when either V1 or ∆2 are finite, with symmetry
Γ, below TKΓ; a spin liquid state decoupled from a light
Fermi liquid when ∆H is finite, below TSL; and a tandem
superconducting ground state with V1, ∆2 and ∆H all fi-
nite, below Tc, as shown in Fig. 2. There is no long range
magnetic order due to our fermionic spin representation.
The superconductivity is stable with respect to the mas-
sive 1/N gauge fluctuations, however, it is an interesting
open question whether the resulting quasiparticle renor-
malizations will generate a spin resonance mode.

FIG. 2: (Color online) The superconducting transition tem-
perature as the amounts of magnetic, JH and second chan-
nel, J2 couplings are varied (Φ1 = 1, Φ2 = cos kx − cos ky and
nc = .75). V1, ∆2 and ∆H are all nonzero everywhere below
Tc. A slice at T = TK1 shows the regions of the spin liquid
and Fermi liquids, and the orange ellipse illustrates how ma-
terials could tune the relative coupling strengths (see Fig. 3).
The transition is first order for JH/J1 > 4.

Experimentally, CeM In5 can be continuously tuned
from M = Co to Rh to Ir[3]. While CeRhIn5 is a
canonical example of a magnetically paired superconduc-
tor, where moderate pressure reveals a superconduct-
ing dome as the Néel temperature vanishes[1], further
pressure[27] or Ir doping on the Rh site[3] leads to a sec-
ond dome, where spin fluctuations are weaker[28]. We
assume that the changing chemical pressure varies the
relative strengths of the Kondo and RKKY couplings,
so that doping traces out a path through the phase di-
agram like the one in Fig. 3, chosen for its similarities
to CeM In5. By maintaining the same Fermi liquid sym-
metry throughout (TK1 > TK2), we are restricted to one
(mostly magnetic) or two (magnetic and tandem) domes.

FIG. 3: (Color online) A possible experimental path through
the phase diagram in Fig 2, chosen for its similarity to the Ce
115 doping phase diagram[3], described by the orange ellipse,
“

J2/J1−0.4
0.2

”2

+
“

JH/J1−0.9
0.16

”2

= 1. The transition tempera-

tures for superconductivity, Tc (solid blue), spin liquid, TSL

(dotted red), and Fermi liquids, TK1 (dashed orange) and
TK2, (dot-dashed white) are also plotted. All temperatures
are scaled by TK1. While our ground state is always super-
conducting, due to the fermionic spin representation, real ma-
terials will be antiferromagnetic for TSL ≫ TK1.

A qualitative understanding of this tandem pairing can
be obtained within a simple Landau expansion. For T ∼
Tc ≪ TK1, Φ ≡ ∆2 and Ψ ≡ ∆H will be small, and the
free energy can be expressed as

F = α1(Tc1 − T )Ψ2 + α2(Tc2 − T )Φ2 + 2γΨΦ

+ β1Ψ
4 + β2Φ

4 + 2βiΨ
2Φ2 (12)

α1,2, β1,2,i and γ are all functions of λ and V1 and can be
calculated exactly in the mean field limit. The linear cou-
pling of the two order parameters, γ = ∂2F/∂∆2∂∆H is
always nonzero in the heavy Fermi liquid because the hy-
bridization, V1 converts one to the other, f †f † ∼ V1c†f †.
The linear coupling enhances the transition temperature,

Tc =
Tc1 + Tc2

2
+

!

"

Tc1 − Tc2

2

#2

+
γ2

α1α2

. (13)

For β1β2 > β2
i , the two order parameters are only weakly

repulsive, leading to smooth crossovers from magnetic to
composite pairing under the superconducting dome[29].

While the development of conventional superconduc-
tivity does not change the underlying charge distribu-
tion, tandem pairing is electrostatically active, as com-
posite pairing redistributes charge, leading to an electric
quadrupole moment. The transition temperature of the
115 superconductors is known to increase linearly with
the lattice c/a ratio[30], conventionally attributed to de-
creasing dimensionality. Our theory suggests an alter-
native interpretation: as the condensate quadrupole mo-
ment, Qzz ∝ Ψ2

C couples linearly to the tetragonal strain,
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∆F ∝ −Qzzutet, the second term in the Landau free en-
ergy (12) becomes α2[T − (Tc2 +λutet)]Ψ2

C , naturally ac-
counting for the linear increase in Tc. This effect should
also be detectable as a shift of the nuclear quadrupole
resonance (NQR) frequency at the surrounding nuclei.

The link between f-electron valence and the Kondo
effect is well established[31], but tandem pairing intro-
duces a new element to this relationship. Changes in the
charge distribution around the Kondo ion can be read off
from its coupling to the changes in the chemical poten-
tial, ∆ρ(x) = |e|δH/δµ(x). The sensitivity of the Kondo
couplings to µ is obtained from a Schrieffer-Wolff trans-
formation of a two-channel Anderson model, which gives
J−1

Γ
= ∆EΓ/V 2

Γ,0. Here, VΓ,0 are the bare hybridiza-
tions and ∆EΓ are the charge excitation energies. With
a shift in µ → µ + δµ(x), δJ−1

Γ
= ±|ΦΓ(x)|2δµ(x)/V 2

Γ,0.
The sign is positive for J1 and negative for J2 because
they involve fluctuations to the empty and doubly occu-

pied states, respectively: f0
Γ1

! f1
Γ2

! f2. Differentiating
(11) with respect to δµ(x), the change in ρ(x) will be:
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(14)
For equal channel strengths, the total charge is constant,
and the f-ion will develop equal hole densities in Γ+

7 and
electron densities in Γ6, leading to a positive change in
the electric field gradient, ∂Ez/∂z ∝ (Tc − T ) > 0 at the
in-plane In site that will appear as a shift in the NQR
frequencies growing abruptly below Tc (see Figure 4).

FIG. 4: (Color online) As superconductivity develops, the in-
creasing occupations of the empty and doubly occupied states
cause holes to build up with symmetry Γ+

7 (orange) and elec-
trons with symmetry Γ6 (blue). The resulting electric fields
are shown along the [110] direction (dashed line in inset). The
inset shows the locations of the indiums in-, In(1) and out-
of-plane, In(2). The electric field gradient, ∂Ez/∂z > 0 at
the In(1) site will lead to a sharp positive shift in the NQR
frequency at Tc.

The f-electron valence should also contain a small
superconducting shift, observable with core-level X-ray
spectroscopy, obtained by integrating (14): ∆nf (T ) ∝
Ψ2

C ∝ (Tc − T ), as ΨC ∝ ∆2 when J1 > J2. While the

development of Kondo screening leads to a gradual va-
lence decrease through TK , as it is a crossover scale, the
development of superconductivity is a phase transition,
leading to a sharp mean-field increase. Observation of
sharp shifts at Tc in either the NQR frequency or the va-
lence would constitute an unambiguous confirmation of
the electrostatically active tandem condensate.
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onalized analytically. Upon minimizing the free energy,
we obtain four equations for λ, V1,∆2, and ∆H . Solv-
ing these numerically, and searching the full parameter
space of J2/J1, JH/J1 and T to find both first and sec-
ond order phase transitions, we find four distinct phases:
a light Fermi liquid with free local moments when all pa-
rameters are zero, at high temperatures; a heavy Fermi
liquid when either V1 or ∆2 are finite, with symmetry
Γ, below TKΓ; a spin liquid state decoupled from a light
Fermi liquid when ∆H is finite, below TSL; and a tandem
superconducting ground state with V1, ∆2 and ∆H all fi-
nite, below Tc, as shown in Fig. 2. There is no long range
magnetic order due to our fermionic spin representation.
The superconductivity is stable with respect to the mas-
sive 1/N gauge fluctuations, however, it is an interesting
open question whether the resulting quasiparticle renor-
malizations will generate a spin resonance mode.

FIG. 2: (Color online) The superconducting transition tem-
perature as the amounts of magnetic, JH and second chan-
nel, J2 couplings are varied (Φ1 = 1, Φ2 = cos kx − cos ky and
nc = .75). V1, ∆2 and ∆H are all nonzero everywhere below
Tc. A slice at T = TK1 shows the regions of the spin liquid
and Fermi liquids, and the orange ellipse illustrates how ma-
terials could tune the relative coupling strengths (see Fig. 3).
The transition is first order for JH/J1 > 4.

Experimentally, CeM In5 can be continuously tuned
from M = Co to Rh to Ir[3]. While CeRhIn5 is a
canonical example of a magnetically paired superconduc-
tor, where moderate pressure reveals a superconduct-
ing dome as the Néel temperature vanishes[1], further
pressure[27] or Ir doping on the Rh site[3] leads to a sec-
ond dome, where spin fluctuations are weaker[28]. We
assume that the changing chemical pressure varies the
relative strengths of the Kondo and RKKY couplings,
so that doping traces out a path through the phase di-
agram like the one in Fig. 3, chosen for its similarities
to CeM In5. By maintaining the same Fermi liquid sym-
metry throughout (TK1 > TK2), we are restricted to one
(mostly magnetic) or two (magnetic and tandem) domes.

FIG. 3: (Color online) A possible experimental path through
the phase diagram in Fig 2, chosen for its similarity to the Ce
115 doping phase diagram[3], described by the orange ellipse,
“

J2/J1−0.4
0.2

”2

+
“

JH/J1−0.9
0.16

”2

= 1. The transition tempera-

tures for superconductivity, Tc (solid blue), spin liquid, TSL

(dotted red), and Fermi liquids, TK1 (dashed orange) and
TK2, (dot-dashed white) are also plotted. All temperatures
are scaled by TK1. While our ground state is always super-
conducting, due to the fermionic spin representation, real ma-
terials will be antiferromagnetic for TSL ≫ TK1.

A qualitative understanding of this tandem pairing can
be obtained within a simple Landau expansion. For T ∼
Tc ≪ TK1, Φ ≡ ∆2 and Ψ ≡ ∆H will be small, and the
free energy can be expressed as

F = α1(Tc1 − T )Ψ2 + α2(Tc2 − T )Φ2 + 2γΨΦ

+ β1Ψ
4 + β2Φ

4 + 2βiΨ
2Φ2 (12)

α1,2, β1,2,i and γ are all functions of λ and V1 and can be
calculated exactly in the mean field limit. The linear cou-
pling of the two order parameters, γ = ∂2F/∂∆2∂∆H is
always nonzero in the heavy Fermi liquid because the hy-
bridization, V1 converts one to the other, f †f † ∼ V1c†f †.
The linear coupling enhances the transition temperature,

Tc =
Tc1 + Tc2

2
+

!

"

Tc1 − Tc2

2

#2

+
γ2

α1α2

. (13)

For β1β2 > β2
i , the two order parameters are only weakly

repulsive, leading to smooth crossovers from magnetic to
composite pairing under the superconducting dome[29].

While the development of conventional superconduc-
tivity does not change the underlying charge distribu-
tion, tandem pairing is electrostatically active, as com-
posite pairing redistributes charge, leading to an electric
quadrupole moment. The transition temperature of the
115 superconductors is known to increase linearly with
the lattice c/a ratio[30], conventionally attributed to de-
creasing dimensionality. Our theory suggests an alter-
native interpretation: as the condensate quadrupole mo-
ment, Qzz ∝ Ψ2

C couples linearly to the tetragonal strain,

T/Tc

-Δν
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∆F ∝ −Qzzutet, the second term in the Landau free en-
ergy (12) becomes α2[T − (Tc2 +λutet)]Ψ2

C , naturally ac-
counting for the linear increase in Tc. This effect should
also be detectable as a shift of the nuclear quadrupole
resonance (NQR) frequency at the surrounding nuclei.

The link between f-electron valence and the Kondo
effect is well established[31], but tandem pairing intro-
duces a new element to this relationship. Changes in the
charge distribution around the Kondo ion can be read off
from its coupling to the changes in the chemical poten-
tial, ∆ρ(x) = |e|δH/δµ(x). The sensitivity of the Kondo
couplings to µ is obtained from a Schrieffer-Wolff trans-
formation of a two-channel Anderson model, which gives
J−1

Γ
= ∆EΓ/V 2

Γ,0. Here, VΓ,0 are the bare hybridiza-
tions and ∆EΓ are the charge excitation energies. With
a shift in µ → µ + δµ(x), δJ−1

Γ
= ±|ΦΓ(x)|2δµ(x)/V 2

Γ,0.
The sign is positive for J1 and negative for J2 because
they involve fluctuations to the empty and doubly occu-

pied states, respectively: f0
Γ1

! f1
Γ2

! f2. Differentiating
(11) with respect to δµ(x), the change in ρ(x) will be:

∆ρ(x) = |e|

!

"

V1

V1,0

#2

|Φ1(x)|2 −

"

∆2

V2,0

#2

|Φ2(x)|2
$

.

(14)
For equal channel strengths, the total charge is constant,
and the f-ion will develop equal hole densities in Γ+

7 and
electron densities in Γ6, leading to a positive change in
the electric field gradient, ∂Ez/∂z ∝ (Tc − T ) > 0 at the
in-plane In site that will appear as a shift in the NQR
frequencies growing abruptly below Tc (see Figure 4).

FIG. 4: (Color online) As superconductivity develops, the in-
creasing occupations of the empty and doubly occupied states
cause holes to build up with symmetry Γ+

7 (orange) and elec-
trons with symmetry Γ6 (blue). The resulting electric fields
are shown along the [110] direction (dashed line in inset). The
inset shows the locations of the indiums in-, In(1) and out-
of-plane, In(2). The electric field gradient, ∂Ez/∂z > 0 at
the In(1) site will lead to a sharp positive shift in the NQR
frequency at Tc.

The f-electron valence should also contain a small
superconducting shift, observable with core-level X-ray
spectroscopy, obtained by integrating (14): ∆nf (T ) ∝
Ψ2

C ∝ (Tc − T ), as ΨC ∝ ∆2 when J1 > J2. While the

development of Kondo screening leads to a gradual va-
lence decrease through TK , as it is a crossover scale, the
development of superconductivity is a phase transition,
leading to a sharp mean-field increase. Observation of
sharp shifts at Tc in either the NQR frequency or the va-
lence would constitute an unambiguous confirmation of
the electrostatically active tandem condensate.
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onalized analytically. Upon minimizing the free energy,
we obtain four equations for λ, V1,∆2, and ∆H . Solv-
ing these numerically, and searching the full parameter
space of J2/J1, JH/J1 and T to find both first and sec-
ond order phase transitions, we find four distinct phases:
a light Fermi liquid with free local moments when all pa-
rameters are zero, at high temperatures; a heavy Fermi
liquid when either V1 or ∆2 are finite, with symmetry
Γ, below TKΓ; a spin liquid state decoupled from a light
Fermi liquid when ∆H is finite, below TSL; and a tandem
superconducting ground state with V1, ∆2 and ∆H all fi-
nite, below Tc, as shown in Fig. 2. There is no long range
magnetic order due to our fermionic spin representation.
The superconductivity is stable with respect to the mas-
sive 1/N gauge fluctuations, however, it is an interesting
open question whether the resulting quasiparticle renor-
malizations will generate a spin resonance mode.

FIG. 2: (Color online) The superconducting transition tem-
perature as the amounts of magnetic, JH and second chan-
nel, J2 couplings are varied (Φ1 = 1, Φ2 = cos kx − cos ky and
nc = .75). V1, ∆2 and ∆H are all nonzero everywhere below
Tc. A slice at T = TK1 shows the regions of the spin liquid
and Fermi liquids, and the orange ellipse illustrates how ma-
terials could tune the relative coupling strengths (see Fig. 3).
The transition is first order for JH/J1 > 4.

Experimentally, CeM In5 can be continuously tuned
from M = Co to Rh to Ir[3]. While CeRhIn5 is a
canonical example of a magnetically paired superconduc-
tor, where moderate pressure reveals a superconduct-
ing dome as the Néel temperature vanishes[1], further
pressure[27] or Ir doping on the Rh site[3] leads to a sec-
ond dome, where spin fluctuations are weaker[28]. We
assume that the changing chemical pressure varies the
relative strengths of the Kondo and RKKY couplings,
so that doping traces out a path through the phase di-
agram like the one in Fig. 3, chosen for its similarities
to CeM In5. By maintaining the same Fermi liquid sym-
metry throughout (TK1 > TK2), we are restricted to one
(mostly magnetic) or two (magnetic and tandem) domes.

FIG. 3: (Color online) A possible experimental path through
the phase diagram in Fig 2, chosen for its similarity to the Ce
115 doping phase diagram[3], described by the orange ellipse,
“

J2/J1−0.4
0.2

”2

+
“

JH/J1−0.9
0.16

”2

= 1. The transition tempera-

tures for superconductivity, Tc (solid blue), spin liquid, TSL

(dotted red), and Fermi liquids, TK1 (dashed orange) and
TK2, (dot-dashed white) are also plotted. All temperatures
are scaled by TK1. While our ground state is always super-
conducting, due to the fermionic spin representation, real ma-
terials will be antiferromagnetic for TSL ≫ TK1.

A qualitative understanding of this tandem pairing can
be obtained within a simple Landau expansion. For T ∼
Tc ≪ TK1, Φ ≡ ∆2 and Ψ ≡ ∆H will be small, and the
free energy can be expressed as

F = α1(Tc1 − T )Ψ2 + α2(Tc2 − T )Φ2 + 2γΨΦ

+ β1Ψ
4 + β2Φ

4 + 2βiΨ
2Φ2 (12)

α1,2, β1,2,i and γ are all functions of λ and V1 and can be
calculated exactly in the mean field limit. The linear cou-
pling of the two order parameters, γ = ∂2F/∂∆2∂∆H is
always nonzero in the heavy Fermi liquid because the hy-
bridization, V1 converts one to the other, f †f † ∼ V1c†f †.
The linear coupling enhances the transition temperature,

Tc =
Tc1 + Tc2

2
+

!

"

Tc1 − Tc2

2

#2

+
γ2

α1α2

. (13)

For β1β2 > β2
i , the two order parameters are only weakly

repulsive, leading to smooth crossovers from magnetic to
composite pairing under the superconducting dome[29].

While the development of conventional superconduc-
tivity does not change the underlying charge distribu-
tion, tandem pairing is electrostatically active, as com-
posite pairing redistributes charge, leading to an electric
quadrupole moment. The transition temperature of the
115 superconductors is known to increase linearly with
the lattice c/a ratio[30], conventionally attributed to de-
creasing dimensionality. Our theory suggests an alter-
native interpretation: as the condensate quadrupole mo-
ment, Qzz ∝ Ψ2

C couples linearly to the tetragonal strain,Bauer, G. Koutroulakis Yasuoko,(2014)
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Open Challenges.
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HFSC: how is the spin incorporated into 
the condensate?  

Composite pairs?

Possibility of molecular pairing. (see Onur 
Erten and Coleman, arXiv1402.7361
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What is the nature of the 
hidden order?

=0.14 x 17.5 K  

=2.45 J/mol/K

=0.42 R ln 2



Kim et al (03)
Villaume et al. (08)

!
High pressures, high fields




Ising order, present in LMAF, vanishes in the 
hidden order state.  (NMR,MuSR).

!

Kim et al (03)
Villaume et al. (08)

!
High pressures, high fields




25 Years of Theoretical Proposals

Local

Itinerant

Ramirez et al, ’92 (quadrupolar SDW)

Ikeda and Ohashi ’98 (d-density wave)

Okuno and Miyake ’98 (composite)

Tripathi, Chandra, PC and Mydosh, ’02 (orbital afm)

Dori and Maki, ’03 (unconventional SDW)

Mineev and Zhitomirsky, ’04 (SDW)

Varma and Zhu, ’05 (spin-nematic)

Ezgar et al ’06 (Dynamic symmetry breaking)

Pepin et al ’10  (Spin liquid/Kondo Lattice)

Dubi and Balatsky, ’10 (Hybridization density wave)

Fujimoto, 2011 (spin-nematic)

Rau and Kee 2012   (Rank 5 pseudo-spin vector)

!

Santini & Amoretti, ’94, Santini  (’98) (Quadrupole order)

Barzykin & Gorkov, ’93 (three-spin correlation)

Amitsuka & Sakihabara  (Γ5, Quadrupolar doublet, ‘94)

Kasuya, ’97 (U dimerization)

Kiss and Fazekas ’04, (octupolar order)

Haule and Kotliar ’09 (hexa-decapolar)


Landau Theory Shah et al.  (’00)  “Hidden Order”,
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the precise determination of the onset temperature difficult.
Regardless, we find the temperature dependence of ΔHOðTÞ to
follow a mean-field behavior with an onset temperature of
THO ∼ 16 K (Fig. 4C). Broken symmetry at the surface is likely
to influence the HO state and may account for the slightly
reduced observed onset temperature relative to that of bulk mea-
surements. An important aspect of the ΔHO is the fact that it de-
velops asymmetrically relative to the Fermi energy and it shifts
continuously to lower energies upon lowering of the temperature
(Fig. 2 C andD). We quantify the changes to ΔHO and its offset by
fitting the data to a BCS function form with an offset energy re-
lative to EF (Fig. 2 CandD and Fig. 4D; see the caption of Fig. 4).

The low temperature extrapolation, ΔHOð0Þ ¼ 4.1$ 0.2 meV,
yields 2ΔHOð0Þ∕kBTHO ¼ 5.8$ 0.3, which together with the value
of the specific heat coefficient γc ¼ C∕T for T > THO (8) within
the BCS formalism results in a specific heat jump at the transition
ofΔC ¼ 6.0$ 1.3 JK−1 mol−1, consistent with previous measure-
ments (7, 8, 12). The partial gapping of the Fermi surface ob-
served in our spectra also corroborates the recently observed
gapping of the incommensurate spin excitations by inelastic neu-
tron scattering experiments (12). Finally, the spectrum develops
additional, sharper features within ΔHO at the lowest tempera-
tures (Fig. 4B). Such lower energy features may be related to
the gapping of the commensurate spin excitations at the antifer-
romagnetic wave vector below THO also seen in inelastic neutron
scattering at an energy transfer of about 2 meV (11–13).

The spatial variation of the STM spectra provides additional
information about the nature of redistribution of the electronic
states that gives rise to ΔHO. In Fig. 5, we show energy-resolved
spectroscopic maps measured above and below THO, all of which
show modulation on the atomic scale. The measurements above
THO show no changes in their atomic contrast within the energy
range where the ΔHO is developed. In fact, the modulations in
these maps (Fig. 5 B–E) are because of the surface atomic struc-

ture but occur with a contrast that is opposite to that of the STM
topographies of the same region (Fig. 5A). However, observation
of reverse contrast in STM conductance maps is expected as a
consequence of the constant current condition. Similar measure-
ments below THO are also influenced by the constant current
condition, as shown in Fig. 5 G–J; nonetheless, these maps show
clear indication of the suppression of contrast associated with
ΔHO at low energies (within the gap; see Fig. 5F) and the conse-
quent enhancement at high energies (just outside the gap).

To isolate the spatial structure associated with ΔHO and to
overcome any artifacts associated with the measurement settings,
we divide the local conductance measured below THO by that
above for the same atomic region, as shown in Fig. 5 L–O. Such
maps for jV j < ΔHO illustrate that the suppression of the spectral
weight principally occurs in between the surface U atoms. These
maps are essentially the spatial variation of the conductance
ratios, shown in Fig. 4A. Therefore, consistent with the BCS-like
redistribution of spectral weight, we find that conductance map
ratios at energies just above ΔHO illustrate an enhancement be-
tween the surface U atoms. Quantifying these spatial variations
further, we also plot the correlation between the conductance
map ratios and the atomic locations above and below THO
(Fig. 5K) to show that ΔHO is strongest in between the surface
U atoms—i.e., at the same sites where tunneling to the Kondo
resonance is enhanced (Fig. 3E). Our observation that the
modulation in the tunneling amplitude into the Kondo resonance
correlates with the spatial structure of the HO gap shows that the
two phenomena involve the same electronic states.

Our finding of an asymmetric mean-field-like energy gap
would naively suggest the formation of a periodic redistribution
of charge and/or spin at the onset of the HO because of Fermi
surface nesting. However, consistent with previous scattering ex-
periments (8, 11–13), we find no evidence for any conventional
density wave in our experiments. Recently, it has been suggested

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the HO gap. (A and B) The experimental data below THO divided by the 18-K data. The data are fit to the form
DðVÞ ¼ ðV − V0 − iγÞ∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðV − V0 − iγÞ2 − Δ2

p
, which resembles an asymmetric BCS-like DOS with an offset from EF . V0, γ, and Δ are the gap position (offset from

the Fermi energy), the inverse quasi-particle lifetime, and the gap magnitude, respectively. A quasi-particle lifetime broadening of γ ∼ 1.5 mV was extracted
from the fits. (C) Temperature dependence of the gap extracted from the fits in A (Black Squares) and from a direct fit to the raw data of Fig. 2C (Blue Circles).
Both results are comparable within the error bars. The transition temperature THO ¼ 16.0$ 0.4 K is slightly lower than the bulk transition temperature
presumably as a consequence of the measurement being performed on the surface. (D) Temperature dependence of the gap position Vo extracted from
the fits. The line is a guide to the eye.

10386 ∣ www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1005892107 Aynajian et al.
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PNAS (2010)

(Supplementary Fig. 1). In Fig. 2c–e we show the atomically resolved
images of the parameters of the Fano spectrum. Here e0(r), C(r), and
f(r) are determined from fitting g(r, E5 eV) for each pixel within the
yellow box in Fig. 2a. Significantly, we find that themaximum in both
e0(r) and f(r) and the minimum in C(r) occur at the U sites (X in
Fig. 2c–e), as would be expected for a Kondo lattice of U atoms. These
observations, in combination with theoretical predictions for such a
phenomenology12–14, indicate that the r-space ‘Fano lattice’ elec-
tronic structure of Kondo screening in magnetic lattices can now
be visualized.

Evolution of density of states at Si- and U-termination surfaces

For U-terminated surfaces (see Fig. 3a), the spatially averaged density
of states DOS(E) / ,g(E). spectrum for T.To is less structured
than that of the Si-terminated surface in Figs 2a and 3c. Typical
,g(E). spectra are shown as open squares for each listed temperature
between 18.6K and 1.9K in the inset to Fig. 3a, with the top spectrum
being characteristic of T.To. Upon cooling through To, strong
changes are detected in the DOS(E) in a narrow energy range (inset
to Fig. 3a). By subtracting the spectrum forT.To, we determine how
the DOS(E) modifications due to the hidden-order state emerge
rapidly belowTo (Fig. 3b). They are not particle–hole symmetric, with
the predominant effects occurring between –4meV and13meV. For
the Si-terminated surfaces upon cooling below To, the overall Fano
lineshape of DOS(E) as discussed in Fig. 2c–e is unchanged (Fig. 3c).
In the inset to Fig. 3c, we show the evolution of the,g(E). spectrum
between 19K and 1.7K. In each case, the red line is the fit to the Fano
spectrum at each temperature (excluding the data points in the bias
range –7.75mV to 6.75mV) while the measured,g(E). spectra are
shown as open squares. Again, by subtracting the fitted Fano spectrum
from the ,g(E). at each T value we determine the temperature
dependence of the hidden-order DOS(E) modifications (Fig. 3d). At
no E value on either surface do these DOS(E) spectra represent a
complete gap. Finally, no changes are observed in the high-energy
DOS(E) as the temperature falls below To (Supplementary Fig. 2),
perhaps indicating that the basic Brillouin zone geometry is not
altered by the transition.

Heavy f-electron quasiparticle interference imaging

To determine the evolution of k-space electronic structure through
To, we use heavy-electron quasiparticle interference43–45 (QPI)
imaging. The Si-terminated surface has proved unproductive for this
purpose because the Fourier transform of its g(r, E) images (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3) are so complex that the multiple bands cannot
yet be disentangled. However, in recent studies of heavy-fermionQPI
in Sr3Ru2O7 it was shown that replacing 1% of the Ru atoms by Ti
atoms produced intense scattering interference and allowed success-
ful k-space determination43. Emulating this approach, we substituted
1% Th atoms on the U sites, which results in crystals usually cleaving
at the U layer. The average spectrum on this U-terminated surface
develops the narrow resonantDOS(E) structure below theTo (reddata
between vertical arrows in Fig. 3b), within which we observe intense
QPI; see the g(q,E)movies in the Supplementary Information.The 1%
Th substitution suppresses To by only,1K (refs 46, 47)and does not
alter the basic hidden-order phenomenology (refs 46, 47), so the phe-
nomena we report are not caused by our dilute Th doping. Moreover,
because the energy scale of DOS(E) alterations is consistent with
Th-doped specific heat measurements46 and because these alterations
are already detectable in tunnelling within 1K below the bulk transi-
tion (blue line in Fig. 3b), the electronic structure of the U-terminated
surface appears to be bulk representative of the hidden-order phase.

For QPI studies of the hidden-order transition we thereforemeasure
g(r,E5 eV) in a 50nm3 50nmfieldof view (FOV)with 250mVenergy
resolution andatomic spatial resolutionon theseU-terminated surfaces
(the simultaneous topograph is shown in Supplementary Fig. 4). In
Fig. 4a–f we show simultaneous images of g(r,E) modulations mea-
sured at T5 1.9K for six energies near EF within the energy scale where

d

c

j

i

2 mV

–0.75 mV

a g

–3 mV
10 nm

f l

7.25 mV

e k

3.25 mV

b h

–1.25 mV

(0, π/a0)

(π/a0,0)

Figure 4 | Energy dependence of heavy f-electron quasiparticle
interference. a–f, Atomically resolved g(r, E) for six energies measured at
the U-terminated surface. Extremely rapid changes in the interference
patterns occur within an energy range of only a few millielectronvolts. Data
were acquired at –6mV and 25MV setpoint junction resistance. g–l, Fourier
transforms g(q, E) of the g(r, E) in a–f. The associated g(q, E) movie is shown
in the Supplementary Information. The length of half-reciprocal unit-cell
vectors are shown as dots at the edge of each image. Starting at energies
below EF (g), the predominant QPI wavevectors diminish very rapidly until
i; upon crossing a few millielectronvolts above EF, they jump to a
significantly larger value and rotate through 45u. Then they again diminish
in radius with increasing energy in j, k and l. This evolution is not consistent
with a fixed Q* conventional density wave state but is consistent with an
avoided crossing between a light band and a very heavy band.
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the precise determination of the onset temperature difficult.
Regardless, we find the temperature dependence of ΔHOðTÞ to
follow a mean-field behavior with an onset temperature of
THO ∼ 16 K (Fig. 4C). Broken symmetry at the surface is likely
to influence the HO state and may account for the slightly
reduced observed onset temperature relative to that of bulk mea-
surements. An important aspect of the ΔHO is the fact that it de-
velops asymmetrically relative to the Fermi energy and it shifts
continuously to lower energies upon lowering of the temperature
(Fig. 2 C andD). We quantify the changes to ΔHO and its offset by
fitting the data to a BCS function form with an offset energy re-
lative to EF (Fig. 2 CandD and Fig. 4D; see the caption of Fig. 4).

The low temperature extrapolation, ΔHOð0Þ ¼ 4.1$ 0.2 meV,
yields 2ΔHOð0Þ∕kBTHO ¼ 5.8$ 0.3, which together with the value
of the specific heat coefficient γc ¼ C∕T for T > THO (8) within
the BCS formalism results in a specific heat jump at the transition
ofΔC ¼ 6.0$ 1.3 JK−1 mol−1, consistent with previous measure-
ments (7, 8, 12). The partial gapping of the Fermi surface ob-
served in our spectra also corroborates the recently observed
gapping of the incommensurate spin excitations by inelastic neu-
tron scattering experiments (12). Finally, the spectrum develops
additional, sharper features within ΔHO at the lowest tempera-
tures (Fig. 4B). Such lower energy features may be related to
the gapping of the commensurate spin excitations at the antifer-
romagnetic wave vector below THO also seen in inelastic neutron
scattering at an energy transfer of about 2 meV (11–13).

The spatial variation of the STM spectra provides additional
information about the nature of redistribution of the electronic
states that gives rise to ΔHO. In Fig. 5, we show energy-resolved
spectroscopic maps measured above and below THO, all of which
show modulation on the atomic scale. The measurements above
THO show no changes in their atomic contrast within the energy
range where the ΔHO is developed. In fact, the modulations in
these maps (Fig. 5 B–E) are because of the surface atomic struc-

ture but occur with a contrast that is opposite to that of the STM
topographies of the same region (Fig. 5A). However, observation
of reverse contrast in STM conductance maps is expected as a
consequence of the constant current condition. Similar measure-
ments below THO are also influenced by the constant current
condition, as shown in Fig. 5 G–J; nonetheless, these maps show
clear indication of the suppression of contrast associated with
ΔHO at low energies (within the gap; see Fig. 5F) and the conse-
quent enhancement at high energies (just outside the gap).

To isolate the spatial structure associated with ΔHO and to
overcome any artifacts associated with the measurement settings,
we divide the local conductance measured below THO by that
above for the same atomic region, as shown in Fig. 5 L–O. Such
maps for jV j < ΔHO illustrate that the suppression of the spectral
weight principally occurs in between the surface U atoms. These
maps are essentially the spatial variation of the conductance
ratios, shown in Fig. 4A. Therefore, consistent with the BCS-like
redistribution of spectral weight, we find that conductance map
ratios at energies just above ΔHO illustrate an enhancement be-
tween the surface U atoms. Quantifying these spatial variations
further, we also plot the correlation between the conductance
map ratios and the atomic locations above and below THO
(Fig. 5K) to show that ΔHO is strongest in between the surface
U atoms—i.e., at the same sites where tunneling to the Kondo
resonance is enhanced (Fig. 3E). Our observation that the
modulation in the tunneling amplitude into the Kondo resonance
correlates with the spatial structure of the HO gap shows that the
two phenomena involve the same electronic states.

Our finding of an asymmetric mean-field-like energy gap
would naively suggest the formation of a periodic redistribution
of charge and/or spin at the onset of the HO because of Fermi
surface nesting. However, consistent with previous scattering ex-
periments (8, 11–13), we find no evidence for any conventional
density wave in our experiments. Recently, it has been suggested

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the HO gap. (A and B) The experimental data below THO divided by the 18-K data. The data are fit to the form
DðVÞ ¼ ðV − V0 − iγÞ∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðV − V0 − iγÞ2 − Δ2

p
, which resembles an asymmetric BCS-like DOS with an offset from EF . V0, γ, and Δ are the gap position (offset from

the Fermi energy), the inverse quasi-particle lifetime, and the gap magnitude, respectively. A quasi-particle lifetime broadening of γ ∼ 1.5 mV was extracted
from the fits. (C) Temperature dependence of the gap extracted from the fits in A (Black Squares) and from a direct fit to the raw data of Fig. 2C (Blue Circles).
Both results are comparable within the error bars. The transition temperature THO ¼ 16.0$ 0.4 K is slightly lower than the bulk transition temperature
presumably as a consequence of the measurement being performed on the surface. (D) Temperature dependence of the gap position Vo extracted from
the fits. The line is a guide to the eye.
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(Supplementary Fig. 1). In Fig. 2c–e we show the atomically resolved
images of the parameters of the Fano spectrum. Here e0(r), C(r), and
f(r) are determined from fitting g(r, E5 eV) for each pixel within the
yellow box in Fig. 2a. Significantly, we find that themaximum in both
e0(r) and f(r) and the minimum in C(r) occur at the U sites (X in
Fig. 2c–e), as would be expected for a Kondo lattice of U atoms. These
observations, in combination with theoretical predictions for such a
phenomenology12–14, indicate that the r-space ‘Fano lattice’ elec-
tronic structure of Kondo screening in magnetic lattices can now
be visualized.

Evolution of density of states at Si- and U-termination surfaces

For U-terminated surfaces (see Fig. 3a), the spatially averaged density
of states DOS(E) / ,g(E). spectrum for T.To is less structured
than that of the Si-terminated surface in Figs 2a and 3c. Typical
,g(E). spectra are shown as open squares for each listed temperature
between 18.6K and 1.9K in the inset to Fig. 3a, with the top spectrum
being characteristic of T.To. Upon cooling through To, strong
changes are detected in the DOS(E) in a narrow energy range (inset
to Fig. 3a). By subtracting the spectrum forT.To, we determine how
the DOS(E) modifications due to the hidden-order state emerge
rapidly belowTo (Fig. 3b). They are not particle–hole symmetric, with
the predominant effects occurring between –4meV and13meV. For
the Si-terminated surfaces upon cooling below To, the overall Fano
lineshape of DOS(E) as discussed in Fig. 2c–e is unchanged (Fig. 3c).
In the inset to Fig. 3c, we show the evolution of the,g(E). spectrum
between 19K and 1.7K. In each case, the red line is the fit to the Fano
spectrum at each temperature (excluding the data points in the bias
range –7.75mV to 6.75mV) while the measured,g(E). spectra are
shown as open squares. Again, by subtracting the fitted Fano spectrum
from the ,g(E). at each T value we determine the temperature
dependence of the hidden-order DOS(E) modifications (Fig. 3d). At
no E value on either surface do these DOS(E) spectra represent a
complete gap. Finally, no changes are observed in the high-energy
DOS(E) as the temperature falls below To (Supplementary Fig. 2),
perhaps indicating that the basic Brillouin zone geometry is not
altered by the transition.

Heavy f-electron quasiparticle interference imaging

To determine the evolution of k-space electronic structure through
To, we use heavy-electron quasiparticle interference43–45 (QPI)
imaging. The Si-terminated surface has proved unproductive for this
purpose because the Fourier transform of its g(r, E) images (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3) are so complex that the multiple bands cannot
yet be disentangled. However, in recent studies of heavy-fermionQPI
in Sr3Ru2O7 it was shown that replacing 1% of the Ru atoms by Ti
atoms produced intense scattering interference and allowed success-
ful k-space determination43. Emulating this approach, we substituted
1% Th atoms on the U sites, which results in crystals usually cleaving
at the U layer. The average spectrum on this U-terminated surface
develops the narrow resonantDOS(E) structure below theTo (reddata
between vertical arrows in Fig. 3b), within which we observe intense
QPI; see the g(q,E)movies in the Supplementary Information.The 1%
Th substitution suppresses To by only,1K (refs 46, 47)and does not
alter the basic hidden-order phenomenology (refs 46, 47), so the phe-
nomena we report are not caused by our dilute Th doping. Moreover,
because the energy scale of DOS(E) alterations is consistent with
Th-doped specific heat measurements46 and because these alterations
are already detectable in tunnelling within 1K below the bulk transi-
tion (blue line in Fig. 3b), the electronic structure of the U-terminated
surface appears to be bulk representative of the hidden-order phase.

For QPI studies of the hidden-order transition we thereforemeasure
g(r,E5 eV) in a 50nm3 50nmfieldof view (FOV)with 250mVenergy
resolution andatomic spatial resolutionon theseU-terminated surfaces
(the simultaneous topograph is shown in Supplementary Fig. 4). In
Fig. 4a–f we show simultaneous images of g(r,E) modulations mea-
sured at T5 1.9K for six energies near EF within the energy scale where
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Figure 4 | Energy dependence of heavy f-electron quasiparticle
interference. a–f, Atomically resolved g(r, E) for six energies measured at
the U-terminated surface. Extremely rapid changes in the interference
patterns occur within an energy range of only a few millielectronvolts. Data
were acquired at –6mV and 25MV setpoint junction resistance. g–l, Fourier
transforms g(q, E) of the g(r, E) in a–f. The associated g(q, E) movie is shown
in the Supplementary Information. The length of half-reciprocal unit-cell
vectors are shown as dots at the edge of each image. Starting at energies
below EF (g), the predominant QPI wavevectors diminish very rapidly until
i; upon crossing a few millielectronvolts above EF, they jump to a
significantly larger value and rotate through 45u. Then they again diminish
in radius with increasing energy in j, k and l. This evolution is not consistent
with a fixed Q* conventional density wave state but is consistent with an
avoided crossing between a light band and a very heavy band.
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FIG. 1: a. Upper critical field Hc2 of the superconduct-
ing state in URu2Si2 determined from the onset of resistiv-
ity at ⇡ 30 mK. An example trace is shown in the inset.
b. Schematic representation of the angle-dependent magnetic
quantum oscillations adapted from Fig. 18 of reference [22],
with the indices of the spin zeroes indicated. In order to show
the oscillatory behavior, the sign of the amplitude is negated
on crossing each spin zero.

fermion condensate [20] for all orientations of the mag-
netic field � the exception being a narrow range of angles
within ⇠ 10� of the [100] axis in Fig. 2 (likely associated
with the dominant role of diamagnetic screening currents
once g⇤

e↵

is strongly suppressed [19]).
A further key observation is that the field orientation-

dependence of g⇤
e↵

in Fig. 2 is very di↵erent from the
usual isotropic case of g⇤ ⇡ 2 for band electrons (dotted
line), indicating the spin susceptibility of the quasipar-
ticles in URu

2

Si
2

to di↵er along the two distinct crys-
talline axes. Since the Zeeman splitting of the quasi-
particles is given by the projection M · Ĥ of the spin

magnetizationM = ⇢
µ

2
B
2

(g2
a

cos ✓, 0, g2
c

sin ✓)H alongH =
H(cos ✓, 0, sin ✓) [where ⇢ is the electronic density-of-

states], setting M · Ĥ = ⇢
µBg

⇤
eff

2

H defines an e↵ective
g-factor

g⇤
e↵

=
q

g2
c

sin2 ✓ + g2
a

cos2 ✓ (3)

that (in the case of a strong anisotropy) traces the form

FIG. 2: Polar plot of the field orientation-dependence of g⇤e↵
estimated using equations (1) and (2) represented by open
and closed circles respectively. Also shown, is a fit (solid line)
to equation (3) to g⇤e↵ , and the isotropic g⇤ ⇡ 2 (dotted line)
expected for conventional band electrons. In Fig. 1a we as-
sumeHc2 ⇡ Hp. In extracting g⇤e↵ from the index assignments
of g⇤e↵(m

⇤/me↵) in Fig. 1b, the weakly angle-dependent m⇤

is interpolated from the measured values in reference [22].

of a figure of ‘8.’ A fit to equation (3) in Fig. 2 (solid
line) yields g

c

= 2.65 ± 0.05 and g
a

= 0.0 ± 0.1, implying

a large anisotropy in the spin susceptibility �c

�a
=

�
gc

ga

�
2

.

To obtain a lower bound for the anistropy, we plot g
e↵

(circles) in Fig. 3 extracted from quantum oscillation ex-
periments [22] versus sin ✓ (in the vicinity of the cusp in
Fig. 2) together with the prediction (lines) for di↵erent

values of �a

�b
=

�
gc

ga

�
2

made using equation (3). The ob-
servation of a spin zero in Fig. 1 at angles as small as 3�

implies a lower bound �a

�b
& 1000. A smaller anisotropy

would be expected to lead to the observation of fewer spin
zeroes and nonlinearity in the plot with an upturn in g

e↵

at small values of sin ✓ (as shown in the simulations).

A large anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility is the
behavior expected for local magnetic moments of large
angular momenta whose confinement within a crystal
lattice gives rise to an Ising anisotropy. Kondo cou-
pling provides the means by which such an anisotropy
can be transferred to itinerant electrons [8]. In the case
of an isolated magnetic impurity (i.e. an isolated mag-
netic moment), Kondo singlets can be considered the re-
sult of an antiferromagnetic coupling between the impu-
rity and conduction electron states expanded as partial
waves of the same angular momenta [26]. A Fermi liquid
composed of ‘composite heavy quasiparticles’ with heavy
e↵ective masses and local angular momentum quantum
numbers is one of the anticipated outcomes in a lattice
of moments should such partial states overlap and sat-
isfy Bloch’s theorem at low temperatures [27, 28], as ap-
pears to be the case in URu

2

Si
2

. The finding of a large
anisotropic impurity susceptibility ( �c

�a
⇠ 140) in the di-

M. M. Altarawneh, N. Harrison, S. E. Sebastian, et al.,  PRL (2011).  
H. Ohkuni et al., Phil. Mag. B 79, 1045 (1999).
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FIG. 3: a, Schematic showing the polarization of a parabolic
band caused by Zeeman splitting 2h resulting in the depopu-
lation of the minority spin component above a characteristic
field Hp defined in Eqn (1), b, Polar plot of the measured
�-dependent e⇥ective g-factor in URu2Si2 [18, 30] (black cir-
cles) together with a fit to g⇤ = gz cos � (black circle), where
gz = 2.6 (assuming the pseudospin convention of 1

2 ), and its
comparison with an isotropic g = 2 (red circle). c, Schematic
of the field-dependent cross-sectional areas of the up and
down-spin components for a Fermi surface consisting of a sin-
gle pocket, together with the ‘back projected’ quantum oscil-
lation frequency before F and after F +�F polarization. d,
The same schematic in which the frequency change �F 0 re-
sulting from polarization is weaker due to additional pockets
acting as a thermal reservoir.

made complicated by the spin dependence of the e⇥ective
mass [31, 32], URu2Si2 proves to be a simple exception.
16 spin zeroes are observed in the angle-dependent am-
plitude on rotating ⌃ [18], enabling the angle-dependence
of g⇤ to be mapped to greater detail than in any other
known material [29]. Each spin zero corresponds to an
odd integer value of the product m⇤g⇤/me (where me

is the free electron mass) at which the contributions of
two spin components destructively interfere. On plot-
ting the ⌃-dependence of g⇤ obtained after dividing this
product by the ⌃-dependent e⇥ective mass, g⇤ can be
seen to be extremely anisotropic compared to that g ⌅ 2
of ordinary free electrons. Such anisotropy implies that
the spin quantum numbers of the local 5f2 moments in
URu2Si2 are incorporated into the Fermi surface [30].
While g⇤ ⌅ 0 when H lies in the planes, reflecting the
vanishing Pauli susceptibility at that orientation, it rises
to a large value g⇤ ⌅ 2.6 when H is aligned along the
c-axis (as in the current experiment) causing spin polar-
ization to become a significant factor. In Fig. 1b we use
g⇤ ⌅ 2.6 to estimate the field

µ0Hp =
2Fme

m⇤g⇤
(1)

at which each pocket is expected to become spin polar-
ized. On comparing these values with the average inverse
applied magnetic field 1/(1/H), the frequency shifts tak-
ing place on entering magnetoresistance regimes IB and
IC can be seen to be correlated with the respective po-
larization of ⇤ and ⇥ (with ⇧ already being polarized for
µ0H ⇧ 11 T). Uncertainty in our estimated Hp values

originates from the experimental error in m⇤ and non-
linarities in the magnetization � the latter becoming rel-
evant above ⇤ 30 T [25, 26]. The observation of spin
zeroes in URu2Si2 [18] implies that the Zeeman splitting
is very linear (i.e. exhibiting spin-independent masses)
for H . 20 T.

To understand the shifts in frequency, we turn to the
schematics in Figs. 3c and d. For H < Hp, the field-
dependent Zeeman split pocket areas (Fig. 3c) yield a
‘back projected’ constant frequency of F = ( ~

2⇡e )A0,
where A0 is the area at H = 0, and a spin damping
factor Rs = cos(⇡m

⇤g⇤

2me
) [29] resulting from the relative

shift in phase between spin-up and -down quantum os-
cillations. Once H > Hp, however, the areas no longer
change with field, giving rise to a ‘back projected’ fre-
quency of F+�F ⌅ 3

⌥
4F that is shifted from its original

value. Here, we assume ellipsoidal pockets whose k-space
volumes for a single spin are double those for two spins.

The combined thermal mass (i.e. the Sommerfeld co-
e⇧cient) of multiple pockets in URu2Si2 will act as a
charge reservoir, causing the frequency shift to be re-
duced. The size of the reduction is approximately given
by the ratio �iP

i �i
of the thermal mass ⇤i ⌃ n

⌥
Fm⇤ of

the pocket undergoing polarization to the total thermal
mass

P
i ⇤i of all pockets (i = �, ⇥, ⇤, ⇧ and ⌅). Hence

�F 0 ⇤ �F ⇥
� �iP

i �i

�
. An inevitable consequence of the

minority spin being depopulated at Hp is that the chem-
ical potential must become field-dependent in order to
maintain charge neutrality, causing a shift in the back-
projected frequency of all pockets [28] � the sign of the
shift being opposite for opposing carrier types (i.e. � and
⇥ shift in opposite directions consistent with band pre-
dictions [11]). If we assume that all pockets occur once
in the Brillouin zone such that n = 1, with the exception
of ⇥ for which n = 4 [11, 24], we obtain �F 0 ⇤ 20 T and
150 T for the polarization of the ⇤ and ⇥ pockets respec-
tively. We can now understand why the second frequency
shift (between IB and IC) involving the ⇥ pocket polar-
ization is larger than the first (between IA and IB) in
Fig. 2� the ⇥ pocket represents a significantly greater
fraction of the total density-of-states.

While the non-linear magnetic susceptibility at fields
above ⌅ 30 T [25, 26] likely invalidates the simple form
assumed in Eqn (1) within that regime, the irregular ap-
pearance of the waveform and significant changes in the
Hall e⇥ect [27] suggest that �, ⌅ or both become polar-
ized in region ID. It is therefore likely that the polar-
ization of the majority of the Fermi surface precedes the
destruction of the HO phase I at ⌅ 35 T [26]. Finally,
in Fig. 4 we turn to the oscillatory structures obtained
within phases V and III on rising and falling magnetic
field � the hysteresis (see Fig. 1a) [4] causing the field
interval within each phase to become dependent on the
field sweep direction. The spacing in 1/H between con-
secutive oscillations corresponds to dominant frequencies
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FIG. 3: a, Schematic showing the polarization of a parabolic
band caused by Zeeman splitting 2h resulting in the depopu-
lation of the minority spin component above a characteristic
field Hp defined in Eqn (1), b, Polar plot of the measured
�-dependent e⇥ective g-factor in URu2Si2 [18, 30] (black cir-
cles) together with a fit to g⇤ = gz cos � (black circle), where
gz = 2.6 (assuming the pseudospin convention of 1

2 ), and its
comparison with an isotropic g = 2 (red circle). c, Schematic
of the field-dependent cross-sectional areas of the up and
down-spin components for a Fermi surface consisting of a sin-
gle pocket, together with the ‘back projected’ quantum oscil-
lation frequency before F and after F +�F polarization. d,
The same schematic in which the frequency change �F 0 re-
sulting from polarization is weaker due to additional pockets
acting as a thermal reservoir.

made complicated by the spin dependence of the e⇥ective
mass [31, 32], URu2Si2 proves to be a simple exception.
16 spin zeroes are observed in the angle-dependent am-
plitude on rotating ⌃ [18], enabling the angle-dependence
of g⇤ to be mapped to greater detail than in any other
known material [29]. Each spin zero corresponds to an
odd integer value of the product m⇤g⇤/me (where me

is the free electron mass) at which the contributions of
two spin components destructively interfere. On plot-
ting the ⌃-dependence of g⇤ obtained after dividing this
product by the ⌃-dependent e⇥ective mass, g⇤ can be
seen to be extremely anisotropic compared to that g ⌅ 2
of ordinary free electrons. Such anisotropy implies that
the spin quantum numbers of the local 5f2 moments in
URu2Si2 are incorporated into the Fermi surface [30].
While g⇤ ⌅ 0 when H lies in the planes, reflecting the
vanishing Pauli susceptibility at that orientation, it rises
to a large value g⇤ ⌅ 2.6 when H is aligned along the
c-axis (as in the current experiment) causing spin polar-
ization to become a significant factor. In Fig. 1b we use
g⇤ ⌅ 2.6 to estimate the field

µ0Hp =
2Fme

m⇤g⇤
(1)

at which each pocket is expected to become spin polar-
ized. On comparing these values with the average inverse
applied magnetic field 1/(1/H), the frequency shifts tak-
ing place on entering magnetoresistance regimes IB and
IC can be seen to be correlated with the respective po-
larization of ⇤ and ⇥ (with ⇧ already being polarized for
µ0H ⇧ 11 T). Uncertainty in our estimated Hp values

originates from the experimental error in m⇤ and non-
linarities in the magnetization � the latter becoming rel-
evant above ⇤ 30 T [25, 26]. The observation of spin
zeroes in URu2Si2 [18] implies that the Zeeman splitting
is very linear (i.e. exhibiting spin-independent masses)
for H . 20 T.

To understand the shifts in frequency, we turn to the
schematics in Figs. 3c and d. For H < Hp, the field-
dependent Zeeman split pocket areas (Fig. 3c) yield a
‘back projected’ constant frequency of F = ( ~

2⇡e )A0,
where A0 is the area at H = 0, and a spin damping
factor Rs = cos(⇡m
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) [29] resulting from the relative
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cillations. Once H > Hp, however, the areas no longer
change with field, giving rise to a ‘back projected’ fre-
quency of F+�F ⌅ 3
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4F that is shifted from its original

value. Here, we assume ellipsoidal pockets whose k-space
volumes for a single spin are double those for two spins.

The combined thermal mass (i.e. the Sommerfeld co-
e⇧cient) of multiple pockets in URu2Si2 will act as a
charge reservoir, causing the frequency shift to be re-
duced. The size of the reduction is approximately given
by the ratio �iP

i �i
of the thermal mass ⇤i ⌃ n

⌥
Fm⇤ of

the pocket undergoing polarization to the total thermal
mass

P
i ⇤i of all pockets (i = �, ⇥, ⇤, ⇧ and ⌅). Hence

�F 0 ⇤ �F ⇥
� �iP

i �i

�
. An inevitable consequence of the

minority spin being depopulated at Hp is that the chem-
ical potential must become field-dependent in order to
maintain charge neutrality, causing a shift in the back-
projected frequency of all pockets [28] � the sign of the
shift being opposite for opposing carrier types (i.e. � and
⇥ shift in opposite directions consistent with band pre-
dictions [11]). If we assume that all pockets occur once
in the Brillouin zone such that n = 1, with the exception
of ⇥ for which n = 4 [11, 24], we obtain �F 0 ⇤ 20 T and
150 T for the polarization of the ⇤ and ⇥ pockets respec-
tively. We can now understand why the second frequency
shift (between IB and IC) involving the ⇥ pocket polar-
ization is larger than the first (between IA and IB) in
Fig. 2� the ⇥ pocket represents a significantly greater
fraction of the total density-of-states.

While the non-linear magnetic susceptibility at fields
above ⌅ 30 T [25, 26] likely invalidates the simple form
assumed in Eqn (1) within that regime, the irregular ap-
pearance of the waveform and significant changes in the
Hall e⇥ect [27] suggest that �, ⌅ or both become polar-
ized in region ID. It is therefore likely that the polar-
ization of the majority of the Fermi surface precedes the
destruction of the HO phase I at ⌅ 35 T [26]. Finally,
in Fig. 4 we turn to the oscillatory structures obtained
within phases V and III on rising and falling magnetic
field � the hysteresis (see Fig. 1a) [4] causing the field
interval within each phase to become dependent on the
field sweep direction. The spacing in 1/H between con-
secutive oscillations corresponds to dominant frequencies
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Hastatic order in the heavy-fermion
compound URu2Si2
Premala Chandra1, Piers Coleman1,2 & Rebecca Flint3

The development of collective long-range order by means of phase transitions occurs by the spontaneous breaking of
fundamental symmetries. Magnetism is a consequence of broken time-reversal symmetry, whereas superfluidity results
from broken gauge invariance. The broken symmetry that develops below 17.5 kelvin in the heavy-fermion compound
URu2Si2 has long eluded such identification. Here we show that the recent observation of Ising quasiparticles in URu2Si2
results from a spinor order parameter that breaks double time-reversal symmetry, mixing states of integer and
half-integer spin. Such ‘hastatic’ order hybridizes uranium-atom conduction electrons with Ising 5f2 states to
produce Ising quasiparticles; it accounts for the large entropy of condensation and the magnetic anomaly observed in
torque magnetometry. Hastatic order predicts a tiny transverse moment in the conduction-electron ‘sea’, a colossal
Ising anisotropy in the nonlinear susceptibility anomaly and a resonant, energy-dependent nematicity in the tunnelling
density of states.

The hidden order that develops below THO 5 17.5 K in the heavy-fer-
mion compound URu2Si2 is particularly notable, having eluded iden-
tification for 25 years1–12. Recent spectroscopic13–17, magnetometric18

and high-field measurements19,20 suggest that the hidden order is con-
nected with the formation of an itinerant heavy-electron fluid, as a
consequence of quasiparticle hybridization between localized, spin–
orbit-coupled f-shell moments and mobile conduction electrons.
Although the development of hybridization at low temperatures is
usually associated with a crossover, in URu2Si2 both optical17 and
tunnelling14–16 probes suggest that it develops abruptly at the hidden-
order transition, leading to proposals9,10 that the hybridization is an
order parameter.

Ising quasiparticles
High-temperature bulk susceptibility measurements on URu2Si2

show that the local 5f moments embedded in the conduction-electron
sea are Ising in nature1,21, and quantum oscillation experiments deep
within the hidden-order phase22 reveal that the quasiparticles possess
a giant Ising anisotropy20,23,24. The Zeeman splitting DE(h) depends
solely on the c-axis component of the magnetic field: DE 5 g(h)mBB
(ref. 24). Here B is the magnetic field, mB is the Bohr magneton and the
empirically determined g-factor takes the form g(h) 5 gcos(h), where
h is the angle between the magnetic field and the c axis and g is the
Ising g-factor. The g-factor anisotropy exceeds 30, corresponding to
an anisotropy of the Pauli susceptibility in excess of 900; this aniso-
tropy is also observed in the angle dependence of the Pauli-limited
upper critical field of the superconducting state23,24, showing that the
Ising quasiparticles pair to form a heavy-fermion superconductor.
This giant anisotropy suggests that the f moment is transferred to
the mobile quasiparticles through hybridization25.

In the tetragonal crystalline environment of URu2Si2, such Ising
anisotropy is most natural in an integer-spin 5f 2 configuration of
the uranium ions4,26. Although a variety of singlet crystal-field
schemes have been proposed6,27, the observation of paired Ising qua-
siparticles in a superconductor with a transition temperature of

Tc < 1.5 K indicates that this 5f 2 configuration is doubly degenerate
to within an energy resolution of gmBHc2 < 5 K, where Hc2 is the
upper critical field of the superconductor. Moreover, the obser-
vation of multiple spin zeroes in the quantum oscillations, result-
ing from the interference of Zeeman split orbits in a tilted field,
requires that in a transverse field the underlying 5f 2 configura-
tion is doubly degenerate to within a cyclotron energy, which is
Bvc~BeB=m!<1:5 K for the largest extremal orbit20,22 (a)
(m*5 12.5me measured in B 5 13.9 T, where me is the electron mass).
These tiny bounds suggest that the Ising 5f 2 state is intrinsically
degenerate. In URu2Si2, tetragonal symmetry protects such a mag-
netic non-Kramers C5 doublet28, the candidate origin of the Ising
quasiparticles4,29.

The quasiparticle hybridization of half-integer-spin conduction
electrons with an integer-spin doublet in URu2Si2 has profound impli-
cations for hidden order; such mixing can not occur without the break-
ing of double time-reversal symmetry. Time-reversal, Ĥ, is an anti-
unitary quantum operator with no associated quantum number30.
However double time-reversal, Ĥ2, which is equivalent to a 2p rotation,
forms a unitary operator with an associated quantum number, the
‘Kramers index’, K (ref. 30). For a quantum state of total angular
momentum J, K 5 (21)2J defines the phase factor acquired by its
wavefunction after two successive time-reversals: Ĥ2 yj i~K yj i~
y2p
!! "

. An integer-spin state jaæ is unchanged by a 2p rotation, and
so ja2pæ 5 1jaæ and K 5 1. However, conduction electrons with half-
integer-spin states, jksæ, where k is the vector momentum and s is the
spin component, change sign: jks2pæ 5 2jksæ. Hence, K 5 21 for
conduction electrons.

Double time-reversal symmetry
Although conventional magnetism breaks time-reversal symmetry, it
is invariant under Ĥ2, with the result that the Kramers index is con-
served. However, in URu2Si2 the hybridization between integer-spin
and half-integer-spin states requires a quasiparticle mixing term of
the form H~ ksj iVsa kð Þ ah jzH:c:, where H.c. indicates Hermitian
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The development of collective long-range order by means of phase transitions occurs by the spontaneous breaking of
fundamental symmetries. Magnetism is a consequence of broken time-reversal symmetry, whereas superfluidity results
from broken gauge invariance. The broken symmetry that develops below 17.5 kelvin in the heavy-fermion compound
URu2Si2 has long eluded such identification. Here we show that the recent observation of Ising quasiparticles in URu2Si2
results from a spinor order parameter that breaks double time-reversal symmetry, mixing states of integer and
half-integer spin. Such ‘hastatic’ order hybridizes uranium-atom conduction electrons with Ising 5f2 states to
produce Ising quasiparticles; it accounts for the large entropy of condensation and the magnetic anomaly observed in
torque magnetometry. Hastatic order predicts a tiny transverse moment in the conduction-electron ‘sea’, a colossal
Ising anisotropy in the nonlinear susceptibility anomaly and a resonant, energy-dependent nematicity in the tunnelling
density of states.

The hidden order that develops below THO 5 17.5 K in the heavy-fer-
mion compound URu2Si2 is particularly notable, having eluded iden-
tification for 25 years1–12. Recent spectroscopic13–17, magnetometric18

and high-field measurements19,20 suggest that the hidden order is con-
nected with the formation of an itinerant heavy-electron fluid, as a
consequence of quasiparticle hybridization between localized, spin–
orbit-coupled f-shell moments and mobile conduction electrons.
Although the development of hybridization at low temperatures is
usually associated with a crossover, in URu2Si2 both optical17 and
tunnelling14–16 probes suggest that it develops abruptly at the hidden-
order transition, leading to proposals9,10 that the hybridization is an
order parameter.

Ising quasiparticles
High-temperature bulk susceptibility measurements on URu2Si2

show that the local 5f moments embedded in the conduction-electron
sea are Ising in nature1,21, and quantum oscillation experiments deep
within the hidden-order phase22 reveal that the quasiparticles possess
a giant Ising anisotropy20,23,24. The Zeeman splitting DE(h) depends
solely on the c-axis component of the magnetic field: DE 5 g(h)mBB
(ref. 24). Here B is the magnetic field, mB is the Bohr magneton and the
empirically determined g-factor takes the form g(h) 5 gcos(h), where
h is the angle between the magnetic field and the c axis and g is the
Ising g-factor. The g-factor anisotropy exceeds 30, corresponding to
an anisotropy of the Pauli susceptibility in excess of 900; this aniso-
tropy is also observed in the angle dependence of the Pauli-limited
upper critical field of the superconducting state23,24, showing that the
Ising quasiparticles pair to form a heavy-fermion superconductor.
This giant anisotropy suggests that the f moment is transferred to
the mobile quasiparticles through hybridization25.

In the tetragonal crystalline environment of URu2Si2, such Ising
anisotropy is most natural in an integer-spin 5f 2 configuration of
the uranium ions4,26. Although a variety of singlet crystal-field
schemes have been proposed6,27, the observation of paired Ising qua-
siparticles in a superconductor with a transition temperature of

Tc < 1.5 K indicates that this 5f 2 configuration is doubly degenerate
to within an energy resolution of gmBHc2 < 5 K, where Hc2 is the
upper critical field of the superconductor. Moreover, the obser-
vation of multiple spin zeroes in the quantum oscillations, result-
ing from the interference of Zeeman split orbits in a tilted field,
requires that in a transverse field the underlying 5f 2 configura-
tion is doubly degenerate to within a cyclotron energy, which is
Bvc~BeB=m!<1:5 K for the largest extremal orbit20,22 (a)
(m*5 12.5me measured in B 5 13.9 T, where me is the electron mass).
These tiny bounds suggest that the Ising 5f 2 state is intrinsically
degenerate. In URu2Si2, tetragonal symmetry protects such a mag-
netic non-Kramers C5 doublet28, the candidate origin of the Ising
quasiparticles4,29.

The quasiparticle hybridization of half-integer-spin conduction
electrons with an integer-spin doublet in URu2Si2 has profound impli-
cations for hidden order; such mixing can not occur without the break-
ing of double time-reversal symmetry. Time-reversal, Ĥ, is an anti-
unitary quantum operator with no associated quantum number30.
However double time-reversal, Ĥ2, which is equivalent to a 2p rotation,
forms a unitary operator with an associated quantum number, the
‘Kramers index’, K (ref. 30). For a quantum state of total angular
momentum J, K 5 (21)2J defines the phase factor acquired by its
wavefunction after two successive time-reversals: Ĥ2 yj i~K yj i~
y2p
!! "

. An integer-spin state jaæ is unchanged by a 2p rotation, and
so ja2pæ 5 1jaæ and K 5 1. However, conduction electrons with half-
integer-spin states, jksæ, where k is the vector momentum and s is the
spin component, change sign: jks2pæ 5 2jksæ. Hence, K 5 21 for
conduction electrons.

Double time-reversal symmetry
Although conventional magnetism breaks time-reversal symmetry, it
is invariant under Ĥ2, with the result that the Kramers index is con-
served. However, in URu2Si2 the hybridization between integer-spin
and half-integer-spin states requires a quasiparticle mixing term of
the form H~ ksj iVsa kð Þ ah jzH:c:, where H.c. indicates Hermitian
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The development of collective long-range order by means of phase transitions occurs by the spontaneous breaking of
fundamental symmetries. Magnetism is a consequence of broken time-reversal symmetry, whereas superfluidity results
from broken gauge invariance. The broken symmetry that develops below 17.5 kelvin in the heavy-fermion compound
URu2Si2 has long eluded such identification. Here we show that the recent observation of Ising quasiparticles in URu2Si2
results from a spinor order parameter that breaks double time-reversal symmetry, mixing states of integer and
half-integer spin. Such ‘hastatic’ order hybridizes uranium-atom conduction electrons with Ising 5f2 states to
produce Ising quasiparticles; it accounts for the large entropy of condensation and the magnetic anomaly observed in
torque magnetometry. Hastatic order predicts a tiny transverse moment in the conduction-electron ‘sea’, a colossal
Ising anisotropy in the nonlinear susceptibility anomaly and a resonant, energy-dependent nematicity in the tunnelling
density of states.

The hidden order that develops below THO 5 17.5 K in the heavy-fer-
mion compound URu2Si2 is particularly notable, having eluded iden-
tification for 25 years1–12. Recent spectroscopic13–17, magnetometric18

and high-field measurements19,20 suggest that the hidden order is con-
nected with the formation of an itinerant heavy-electron fluid, as a
consequence of quasiparticle hybridization between localized, spin–
orbit-coupled f-shell moments and mobile conduction electrons.
Although the development of hybridization at low temperatures is
usually associated with a crossover, in URu2Si2 both optical17 and
tunnelling14–16 probes suggest that it develops abruptly at the hidden-
order transition, leading to proposals9,10 that the hybridization is an
order parameter.

Ising quasiparticles
High-temperature bulk susceptibility measurements on URu2Si2

show that the local 5f moments embedded in the conduction-electron
sea are Ising in nature1,21, and quantum oscillation experiments deep
within the hidden-order phase22 reveal that the quasiparticles possess
a giant Ising anisotropy20,23,24. The Zeeman splitting DE(h) depends
solely on the c-axis component of the magnetic field: DE 5 g(h)mBB
(ref. 24). Here B is the magnetic field, mB is the Bohr magneton and the
empirically determined g-factor takes the form g(h) 5 gcos(h), where
h is the angle between the magnetic field and the c axis and g is the
Ising g-factor. The g-factor anisotropy exceeds 30, corresponding to
an anisotropy of the Pauli susceptibility in excess of 900; this aniso-
tropy is also observed in the angle dependence of the Pauli-limited
upper critical field of the superconducting state23,24, showing that the
Ising quasiparticles pair to form a heavy-fermion superconductor.
This giant anisotropy suggests that the f moment is transferred to
the mobile quasiparticles through hybridization25.

In the tetragonal crystalline environment of URu2Si2, such Ising
anisotropy is most natural in an integer-spin 5f 2 configuration of
the uranium ions4,26. Although a variety of singlet crystal-field
schemes have been proposed6,27, the observation of paired Ising qua-
siparticles in a superconductor with a transition temperature of

Tc < 1.5 K indicates that this 5f 2 configuration is doubly degenerate
to within an energy resolution of gmBHc2 < 5 K, where Hc2 is the
upper critical field of the superconductor. Moreover, the obser-
vation of multiple spin zeroes in the quantum oscillations, result-
ing from the interference of Zeeman split orbits in a tilted field,
requires that in a transverse field the underlying 5f 2 configura-
tion is doubly degenerate to within a cyclotron energy, which is
Bvc~BeB=m!<1:5 K for the largest extremal orbit20,22 (a)
(m*5 12.5me measured in B 5 13.9 T, where me is the electron mass).
These tiny bounds suggest that the Ising 5f 2 state is intrinsically
degenerate. In URu2Si2, tetragonal symmetry protects such a mag-
netic non-Kramers C5 doublet28, the candidate origin of the Ising
quasiparticles4,29.

The quasiparticle hybridization of half-integer-spin conduction
electrons with an integer-spin doublet in URu2Si2 has profound impli-
cations for hidden order; such mixing can not occur without the break-
ing of double time-reversal symmetry. Time-reversal, Ĥ, is an anti-
unitary quantum operator with no associated quantum number30.
However double time-reversal, Ĥ2, which is equivalent to a 2p rotation,
forms a unitary operator with an associated quantum number, the
‘Kramers index’, K (ref. 30). For a quantum state of total angular
momentum J, K 5 (21)2J defines the phase factor acquired by its
wavefunction after two successive time-reversals: Ĥ2 yj i~K yj i~
y2p
!! "

. An integer-spin state jaæ is unchanged by a 2p rotation, and
so ja2pæ 5 1jaæ and K 5 1. However, conduction electrons with half-
integer-spin states, jksæ, where k is the vector momentum and s is the
spin component, change sign: jks2pæ 5 2jksæ. Hence, K 5 21 for
conduction electrons.

Double time-reversal symmetry
Although conventional magnetism breaks time-reversal symmetry, it
is invariant under Ĥ2, with the result that the Kramers index is con-
served. However, in URu2Si2 the hybridization between integer-spin
and half-integer-spin states requires a quasiparticle mixing term of
the form H~ ksj iVsa kð Þ ah jzH:c:, where H.c. indicates Hermitian
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The development of collective long-range order by means of phase transitions occurs by the spontaneous breaking of
fundamental symmetries. Magnetism is a consequence of broken time-reversal symmetry, whereas superfluidity results
from broken gauge invariance. The broken symmetry that develops below 17.5 kelvin in the heavy-fermion compound
URu2Si2 has long eluded such identification. Here we show that the recent observation of Ising quasiparticles in URu2Si2
results from a spinor order parameter that breaks double time-reversal symmetry, mixing states of integer and
half-integer spin. Such ‘hastatic’ order hybridizes uranium-atom conduction electrons with Ising 5f2 states to
produce Ising quasiparticles; it accounts for the large entropy of condensation and the magnetic anomaly observed in
torque magnetometry. Hastatic order predicts a tiny transverse moment in the conduction-electron ‘sea’, a colossal
Ising anisotropy in the nonlinear susceptibility anomaly and a resonant, energy-dependent nematicity in the tunnelling
density of states.

The hidden order that develops below THO 5 17.5 K in the heavy-fer-
mion compound URu2Si2 is particularly notable, having eluded iden-
tification for 25 years1–12. Recent spectroscopic13–17, magnetometric18

and high-field measurements19,20 suggest that the hidden order is con-
nected with the formation of an itinerant heavy-electron fluid, as a
consequence of quasiparticle hybridization between localized, spin–
orbit-coupled f-shell moments and mobile conduction electrons.
Although the development of hybridization at low temperatures is
usually associated with a crossover, in URu2Si2 both optical17 and
tunnelling14–16 probes suggest that it develops abruptly at the hidden-
order transition, leading to proposals9,10 that the hybridization is an
order parameter.

Ising quasiparticles
High-temperature bulk susceptibility measurements on URu2Si2

show that the local 5f moments embedded in the conduction-electron
sea are Ising in nature1,21, and quantum oscillation experiments deep
within the hidden-order phase22 reveal that the quasiparticles possess
a giant Ising anisotropy20,23,24. The Zeeman splitting DE(h) depends
solely on the c-axis component of the magnetic field: DE 5 g(h)mBB
(ref. 24). Here B is the magnetic field, mB is the Bohr magneton and the
empirically determined g-factor takes the form g(h) 5 gcos(h), where
h is the angle between the magnetic field and the c axis and g is the
Ising g-factor. The g-factor anisotropy exceeds 30, corresponding to
an anisotropy of the Pauli susceptibility in excess of 900; this aniso-
tropy is also observed in the angle dependence of the Pauli-limited
upper critical field of the superconducting state23,24, showing that the
Ising quasiparticles pair to form a heavy-fermion superconductor.
This giant anisotropy suggests that the f moment is transferred to
the mobile quasiparticles through hybridization25.

In the tetragonal crystalline environment of URu2Si2, such Ising
anisotropy is most natural in an integer-spin 5f 2 configuration of
the uranium ions4,26. Although a variety of singlet crystal-field
schemes have been proposed6,27, the observation of paired Ising qua-
siparticles in a superconductor with a transition temperature of

Tc < 1.5 K indicates that this 5f 2 configuration is doubly degenerate
to within an energy resolution of gmBHc2 < 5 K, where Hc2 is the
upper critical field of the superconductor. Moreover, the obser-
vation of multiple spin zeroes in the quantum oscillations, result-
ing from the interference of Zeeman split orbits in a tilted field,
requires that in a transverse field the underlying 5f 2 configura-
tion is doubly degenerate to within a cyclotron energy, which is
Bvc~BeB=m!<1:5 K for the largest extremal orbit20,22 (a)
(m*5 12.5me measured in B 5 13.9 T, where me is the electron mass).
These tiny bounds suggest that the Ising 5f 2 state is intrinsically
degenerate. In URu2Si2, tetragonal symmetry protects such a mag-
netic non-Kramers C5 doublet28, the candidate origin of the Ising
quasiparticles4,29.

The quasiparticle hybridization of half-integer-spin conduction
electrons with an integer-spin doublet in URu2Si2 has profound impli-
cations for hidden order; such mixing can not occur without the break-
ing of double time-reversal symmetry. Time-reversal, Ĥ, is an anti-
unitary quantum operator with no associated quantum number30.
However double time-reversal, Ĥ2, which is equivalent to a 2p rotation,
forms a unitary operator with an associated quantum number, the
‘Kramers index’, K (ref. 30). For a quantum state of total angular
momentum J, K 5 (21)2J defines the phase factor acquired by its
wavefunction after two successive time-reversals: Ĥ2 yj i~K yj i~
y2p
!! "

. An integer-spin state jaæ is unchanged by a 2p rotation, and
so ja2pæ 5 1jaæ and K 5 1. However, conduction electrons with half-
integer-spin states, jksæ, where k is the vector momentum and s is the
spin component, change sign: jks2pæ 5 2jksæ. Hence, K 5 21 for
conduction electrons.

Double time-reversal symmetry
Although conventional magnetism breaks time-reversal symmetry, it
is invariant under Ĥ2, with the result that the Kramers index is con-
served. However, in URu2Si2 the hybridization between integer-spin
and half-integer-spin states requires a quasiparticle mixing term of
the form H~ ksj iVsa kð Þ ah jzH:c:, where H.c. indicates Hermitian
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results from a spinor order parameter that breaks double time-reversal symmetry, mixing states of integer and
half-integer spin. Such ‘hastatic’ order hybridizes uranium-atom conduction electrons with Ising 5f2 states to
produce Ising quasiparticles; it accounts for the large entropy of condensation and the magnetic anomaly observed in
torque magnetometry. Hastatic order predicts a tiny transverse moment in the conduction-electron ‘sea’, a colossal
Ising anisotropy in the nonlinear susceptibility anomaly and a resonant, energy-dependent nematicity in the tunnelling
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The hidden order that develops below THO 5 17.5 K in the heavy-fer-
mion compound URu2Si2 is particularly notable, having eluded iden-
tification for 25 years1–12. Recent spectroscopic13–17, magnetometric18

and high-field measurements19,20 suggest that the hidden order is con-
nected with the formation of an itinerant heavy-electron fluid, as a
consequence of quasiparticle hybridization between localized, spin–
orbit-coupled f-shell moments and mobile conduction electrons.
Although the development of hybridization at low temperatures is
usually associated with a crossover, in URu2Si2 both optical17 and
tunnelling14–16 probes suggest that it develops abruptly at the hidden-
order transition, leading to proposals9,10 that the hybridization is an
order parameter.

Ising quasiparticles
High-temperature bulk susceptibility measurements on URu2Si2

show that the local 5f moments embedded in the conduction-electron
sea are Ising in nature1,21, and quantum oscillation experiments deep
within the hidden-order phase22 reveal that the quasiparticles possess
a giant Ising anisotropy20,23,24. The Zeeman splitting DE(h) depends
solely on the c-axis component of the magnetic field: DE 5 g(h)mBB
(ref. 24). Here B is the magnetic field, mB is the Bohr magneton and the
empirically determined g-factor takes the form g(h) 5 gcos(h), where
h is the angle between the magnetic field and the c axis and g is the
Ising g-factor. The g-factor anisotropy exceeds 30, corresponding to
an anisotropy of the Pauli susceptibility in excess of 900; this aniso-
tropy is also observed in the angle dependence of the Pauli-limited
upper critical field of the superconducting state23,24, showing that the
Ising quasiparticles pair to form a heavy-fermion superconductor.
This giant anisotropy suggests that the f moment is transferred to
the mobile quasiparticles through hybridization25.

In the tetragonal crystalline environment of URu2Si2, such Ising
anisotropy is most natural in an integer-spin 5f 2 configuration of
the uranium ions4,26. Although a variety of singlet crystal-field
schemes have been proposed6,27, the observation of paired Ising qua-
siparticles in a superconductor with a transition temperature of

Tc < 1.5 K indicates that this 5f 2 configuration is doubly degenerate
to within an energy resolution of gmBHc2 < 5 K, where Hc2 is the
upper critical field of the superconductor. Moreover, the obser-
vation of multiple spin zeroes in the quantum oscillations, result-
ing from the interference of Zeeman split orbits in a tilted field,
requires that in a transverse field the underlying 5f 2 configura-
tion is doubly degenerate to within a cyclotron energy, which is
Bvc~BeB=m!<1:5 K for the largest extremal orbit20,22 (a)
(m*5 12.5me measured in B 5 13.9 T, where me is the electron mass).
These tiny bounds suggest that the Ising 5f 2 state is intrinsically
degenerate. In URu2Si2, tetragonal symmetry protects such a mag-
netic non-Kramers C5 doublet28, the candidate origin of the Ising
quasiparticles4,29.

The quasiparticle hybridization of half-integer-spin conduction
electrons with an integer-spin doublet in URu2Si2 has profound impli-
cations for hidden order; such mixing can not occur without the break-
ing of double time-reversal symmetry. Time-reversal, Ĥ, is an anti-
unitary quantum operator with no associated quantum number30.
However double time-reversal, Ĥ2, which is equivalent to a 2p rotation,
forms a unitary operator with an associated quantum number, the
‘Kramers index’, K (ref. 30). For a quantum state of total angular
momentum J, K 5 (21)2J defines the phase factor acquired by its
wavefunction after two successive time-reversals: Ĥ2 yj i~K yj i~
y2p
!! "

. An integer-spin state jaæ is unchanged by a 2p rotation, and
so ja2pæ 5 1jaæ and K 5 1. However, conduction electrons with half-
integer-spin states, jksæ, where k is the vector momentum and s is the
spin component, change sign: jks2pæ 5 2jksæ. Hence, K 5 21 for
conduction electrons.

Double time-reversal symmetry
Although conventional magnetism breaks time-reversal symmetry, it
is invariant under Ĥ2, with the result that the Kramers index is con-
served. However, in URu2Si2 the hybridization between integer-spin
and half-integer-spin states requires a quasiparticle mixing term of
the form H~ ksj iVsa kð Þ ah jzH:c:, where H.c. indicates Hermitian
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The development of collective long-range order by means of phase transitions occurs by the spontaneous breaking of
fundamental symmetries. Magnetism is a consequence of broken time-reversal symmetry, whereas superfluidity results
from broken gauge invariance. The broken symmetry that develops below 17.5 kelvin in the heavy-fermion compound
URu2Si2 has long eluded such identification. Here we show that the recent observation of Ising quasiparticles in URu2Si2
results from a spinor order parameter that breaks double time-reversal symmetry, mixing states of integer and
half-integer spin. Such ‘hastatic’ order hybridizes uranium-atom conduction electrons with Ising 5f2 states to
produce Ising quasiparticles; it accounts for the large entropy of condensation and the magnetic anomaly observed in
torque magnetometry. Hastatic order predicts a tiny transverse moment in the conduction-electron ‘sea’, a colossal
Ising anisotropy in the nonlinear susceptibility anomaly and a resonant, energy-dependent nematicity in the tunnelling
density of states.

The hidden order that develops below THO 5 17.5 K in the heavy-fer-
mion compound URu2Si2 is particularly notable, having eluded iden-
tification for 25 years1–12. Recent spectroscopic13–17, magnetometric18

and high-field measurements19,20 suggest that the hidden order is con-
nected with the formation of an itinerant heavy-electron fluid, as a
consequence of quasiparticle hybridization between localized, spin–
orbit-coupled f-shell moments and mobile conduction electrons.
Although the development of hybridization at low temperatures is
usually associated with a crossover, in URu2Si2 both optical17 and
tunnelling14–16 probes suggest that it develops abruptly at the hidden-
order transition, leading to proposals9,10 that the hybridization is an
order parameter.

Ising quasiparticles
High-temperature bulk susceptibility measurements on URu2Si2

show that the local 5f moments embedded in the conduction-electron
sea are Ising in nature1,21, and quantum oscillation experiments deep
within the hidden-order phase22 reveal that the quasiparticles possess
a giant Ising anisotropy20,23,24. The Zeeman splitting DE(h) depends
solely on the c-axis component of the magnetic field: DE 5 g(h)mBB
(ref. 24). Here B is the magnetic field, mB is the Bohr magneton and the
empirically determined g-factor takes the form g(h) 5 gcos(h), where
h is the angle between the magnetic field and the c axis and g is the
Ising g-factor. The g-factor anisotropy exceeds 30, corresponding to
an anisotropy of the Pauli susceptibility in excess of 900; this aniso-
tropy is also observed in the angle dependence of the Pauli-limited
upper critical field of the superconducting state23,24, showing that the
Ising quasiparticles pair to form a heavy-fermion superconductor.
This giant anisotropy suggests that the f moment is transferred to
the mobile quasiparticles through hybridization25.

In the tetragonal crystalline environment of URu2Si2, such Ising
anisotropy is most natural in an integer-spin 5f 2 configuration of
the uranium ions4,26. Although a variety of singlet crystal-field
schemes have been proposed6,27, the observation of paired Ising qua-
siparticles in a superconductor with a transition temperature of

Tc < 1.5 K indicates that this 5f 2 configuration is doubly degenerate
to within an energy resolution of gmBHc2 < 5 K, where Hc2 is the
upper critical field of the superconductor. Moreover, the obser-
vation of multiple spin zeroes in the quantum oscillations, result-
ing from the interference of Zeeman split orbits in a tilted field,
requires that in a transverse field the underlying 5f 2 configura-
tion is doubly degenerate to within a cyclotron energy, which is
Bvc~BeB=m!<1:5 K for the largest extremal orbit20,22 (a)
(m*5 12.5me measured in B 5 13.9 T, where me is the electron mass).
These tiny bounds suggest that the Ising 5f 2 state is intrinsically
degenerate. In URu2Si2, tetragonal symmetry protects such a mag-
netic non-Kramers C5 doublet28, the candidate origin of the Ising
quasiparticles4,29.

The quasiparticle hybridization of half-integer-spin conduction
electrons with an integer-spin doublet in URu2Si2 has profound impli-
cations for hidden order; such mixing can not occur without the break-
ing of double time-reversal symmetry. Time-reversal, Ĥ, is an anti-
unitary quantum operator with no associated quantum number30.
However double time-reversal, Ĥ2, which is equivalent to a 2p rotation,
forms a unitary operator with an associated quantum number, the
‘Kramers index’, K (ref. 30). For a quantum state of total angular
momentum J, K 5 (21)2J defines the phase factor acquired by its
wavefunction after two successive time-reversals: Ĥ2 yj i~K yj i~
y2p
!! "

. An integer-spin state jaæ is unchanged by a 2p rotation, and
so ja2pæ 5 1jaæ and K 5 1. However, conduction electrons with half-
integer-spin states, jksæ, where k is the vector momentum and s is the
spin component, change sign: jks2pæ 5 2jksæ. Hence, K 5 21 for
conduction electrons.

Double time-reversal symmetry
Although conventional magnetism breaks time-reversal symmetry, it
is invariant under Ĥ2, with the result that the Kramers index is con-
served. However, in URu2Si2 the hybridization between integer-spin
and half-integer-spin states requires a quasiparticle mixing term of
the form H~ ksj iVsa kð Þ ah jzH:c:, where H.c. indicates Hermitian
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Hasta: Spear (Latin)



Open Challenges.

QCPs:  Origin of C/T ~ Log(T0/T)? ρ ~ T? 

Co-existence heavy fermions & LM AFM = 
Two fluid behavior? [Supersymmetry? B/F]

HFSC: how is the spin incorporated into 
the condensate?  [Composite pairs?]

Hidden order (HO).  Origin of ISING qps? 
[1/2 integer spinor OP]

HO: complex MDW (multipolar density 
wave) vs Fractional spinor order.
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